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1CHAPTER 1
PROJECT FOLLOW-THROUGH
In December of 1964, conversations between representatives of the
Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) and child pediatricians were held
xn order to begin to design government-funded "child development centers.'
Shortly thereafter, a National Planning Committee was formed to make spe-
cific plans for these centers. The Committee debated whether or not it
would be possible to launch an attack against the "epidemic" of "cultural
deprivation" by the summer of 1965. The answer was "yes," and the title
Project Head Start was conferred on the new program.
Head Start. Head Start began in the summer of 1965 with 550,000 pre-
school children of the poor. Its intent was to provide comprehensive med-
ical and educational services to children of families with a yearly income
of $3000 or less. Having been launched so quickly, the Head Start centers
varied tremendously in how much of the total Head Start design they were
able to implement. Dr. Edward Davens, a member of the National Planning
Committee for Head Start, described it in this way:
The Centers, both summer and year-round, have
varied immensely in the degree with which they
have incorporated all key elements of the Head
Start concept. Some have been typical "first
grade" moved back a year or two, some have been
merely traditional kindergartens, but some have
succeeded in fairly good fashion in adapting good
early childhood educational procedures especially
for this deprived group of children, bringing in
modern pediatric health services ,... social welfare
services, .. .and involving the whole family of the
child continuously and deeply in this process.^
1 Letter form Dr. Edward Davens to Dr. Robert Mendelsohn, Mar. 26, 1968.
2In April of 1968, OEO requested universities and research corpora-
tion to propose studies of the Impact of Head Start. These studies were
not intended to produce definitive statements about the program's suc-
cess; rather, they were to be used to "provide Information In a short
time that could be used for program review and planning purposes."^
v The successful proposal was a joint product of the Westlnghouse Learn-
ing Corporation and the Ohio University. Their study was designed to ans-
wer this basic question;
Does the cognitive and affective development of
primary-grade school children who have had Head
Start experience differ significantly from that
of comparable children who have not had such ex-
perience?-^
A year later they reported:
The most significant conclusions reached on the
basis of this study are that summer programs are
ineffective and that full—year programs appear to
be marginally effective.^
Since Head Start full-year programs appeared to
have some effect on cognitive development. .. it
seems that programs of even longer duration might
be more effective (perhaps beginning at infancy
and continuing into primary grades).^
As it was originally intended, this information was used for planning
purposes. Specifically, the idea of continuing the compensatory inter-
vention effort into the early primary grades gave impetus to the expan-
sion named "Follow-Through."
Follow-Through
. The fact that there would be need for continuity
2 V. Cicarelli, The Impact of Head Start
,
Volume 1, 13.
3 Ibid.
,
33.
4 Ibid.
, 245.
5 Ibid.
.
248.
3between the Head Start and regular public school programs was recognized
by the Planning Committee of Head Start In Its original design. « Such a
program, named Follow-Through, began in September of 1967. Its purpose
was to sustain and extend the cognitive gains which Head Start children
had made into the first four years of primary school. The Westinghouse
report had provided evidence that the positive effect of the Head Start
experience on the child’s cognitive abilities tended to disappear after
one or two years of public schooling.
In the fall of 1968, the Follow-Through project was expanded and a
new administrative structure introduced. Each project was to be under
the control of a "program sponsor." The "program sponsor" was an educa-
tor or psychologist, usually affiliated with a university or curriculum
development corporation, who had worked out a program of classroom activ-
ities and teacher training based on a particular educational philosophy.
The participating school districts were allowed to choose one out of the
20 approved programs, or they could choose to develop their own program
and be self—sponsored. The sponsor then took responsibility for on—
going teacher—training and assessment of each child’s academic and social
progress. This diversity of approaches in the Follow-Through program was
called "Planned Variation."
Planned Variation
. The Planned Variation aspect of Follow-Through
thus set up a national competition between program "models." The Stan-
ford Research Institute (SRI) has been granted the contract to carry out a
6 Davens, see footnote 1.
7 Eleanor Maccoby and Miriam Zellner, Experiments in Primary Education,
5.
4"carefully planned study of these program approaches... over a period of
several years."8 SRI is not the only organization which has worked out a
conceptual framework for evaluating the program approaches. Other educa-
tional researchers, such as Dr. Joseph Grannis of Columbia University,
have been intrigued by the unique and important task of collecting evi-
dence on the impact of Follow-Through.^ The present study is also an
attempt to describe and analyze Follow-Through program approaches. The
major difference between this study and SRi’s is one of both scope and
purpose. Only the Bushell Behavior Analysis approach and the Education
Development Center’s (EDC) "Continuing Growth" approach will be analyzed
here, for the purpose of comparing the definitions and techniques of mo-
tivation which the teachers in these programs employ. A brief description
of these two approaches, some definitions of motivation, and a more spe-
cific statement of the problem under investigation will be presented in
the next section of this chapter.
Bushell ’s Behavior Analysis. The Bushell approach is an outgrowth
of behavioristic psychology. The role of the teacher is conceived to be
a powerful one, and the rewards and punishments available to the teacher
are used to achieve the carefully-limited goals of the program. The major
goals are for each child to achieve proficiency in reading, handwriting,
and computation and to master the social skills of being a student. A
8 U. S. Office of Education, Follow-Through Program Manual, (February 24.
1969), 2.
9 Joseph Grannis, "Autonomy in Learning: An Exploration of Pupils’ and
Teachers’ Roles in Different Classroom Environments to Develop Criteria
and Procedures for Evaluation in Project Follow-Through."
5system of token reinforcement is employed to provide incentives for stu-
dents as they work to achieve these goals. A token, with verbal praise,
is given to a student when he is engaged in an appropriate academic or
social behavior. The accumulated tokens can then be traded in for plea-
surable "back-up” activities, such as playing with trucks or climbing
on the monkey bars. The essential feature is that the rewards are made
contingent upon behavior in line with the objectives of the program.
^^ s Plan for Continuing Growth
. The EDC approach takes the posi-
tion that both the student and the teacher should be the organizers of
the environment. The interests of the student are made the starting
point of the curriculum. The teacher's responsibility is to be "respon-
sive" to these interests as they are expressed. EDC does not consider
it important to set goals for students to achieve. Their belief is that
the directions a student wants to pursue will evolve as he is allowed to
satisfy his curiosity. Organizational changes in administrative proce-
dures as well as in instructional methods are also part of the program.
A team of advisors
-specialists in helping teachers make their classrooms
more open - travel to the various EDC schools and consult with teachers
about changes the teachers want to make. The type of behavior change
which EDC implicitly seeks to encourage is characterized by their use
of the words 'active experimenter." They encourage teachers to be active
decision-makers about changing their classrooms, and they encourage stu-
dents to become active experimenters in exploring their interests.
10 Don Bushell, Jr., "Behavior Analysis" in Follow-Through Program
Approaches
, pp. B1 - B15.
11 David Armington, "A Plan for Continuing Growth" in Follow-Through
Program Approaches
, pp. Cl -C9.
6Definition of the term "Model
, The Office of Education has, in the
past, used both the term "model" and the term "program approach" to des-
cribe the system proposed by the sponsors. In this study, the term "model"
has been used to describe both programs, after a careful examination of
the definitions of "model." The rationale for using the term "model" Is
presented here.
Webster has two definitions of a model. One is that a model is a
structural desxgn" as one would design a university seminar after a
German model. Another definition which applies in this case is that a
model is "a theoretical projection in detail of a possible system of
human relationships." The latter definition is synonymous with blue-
print, whereas the first is synonymous with pattern. For purposes of
the Follow-Through program, the "structural design" definition seems to
be most accurate. The proposals did not require a "theoretical projec-
tion in detail, but they did require a statement of the component parts,
or structure, of the program.
The fact is that the EDC spokesmen do not like the use of the term
"model" in its application to their program.
Our program has been referred to as a "model."
We are reluctant to use this word because it
suggests to many people a panacea —a program
or package" which, if understood and adopted,
would somehow solve all problems. 12
The objection that Armington is raising is one of specificity. If the term
model is used to denote a "structural design," then there would be no doubt
12 Ibid
. . C2.
7that EDC has a model with Its component parts spelled ont. In fact, the
example used in the dictionary applies almost exactly to what EDC has
done-namely, EDC has designed its program after a British model. But if
the term is used to denote "a theoretical projection in detail of a possi-
ble system of human relationships," then EDC would object. It is to the
concept of a "packaged" program that EDC most strongly objects. They in-
sist that the educational goals of the Indlyldual are not predictable;
they are only discoverable as a person works and follows his Interests.
Since the term model will be used with the meaning "structural design,"
it will not be put in quotes.
Obj ective of the Study
. The study of these models will be undertaken
from the teacher’s point of view. The implementation of a model of edu-
cation depends upon the successful training of teachers. If the teachers
understand the basic principles of the model, and can apply these prin-
ciples when interacting with students, then one is able to evaluate whe-
ther the model makes any appreciable difference in the educational attain-
ment of students. If the teachers do not think or act in accordance with
the model, then none of the outcomes of the educational program can be
safely attributed to the model.
Differences in psychological theory which underlie the Bushell and
EDC models will not be the focus of this study. The way in which the EDC
and Bushell classroom teachers express and act on these theories will be
the focus. Maccoby and Zellner (1970), in their recent exploration of
differences among Follow-Through programs, have taken the same position
in regard to trying to "force-fit" programs and theories.
8It is fruitless, however, to discuss how closely
any given program conforms to the gospel as setforth by Skinner, Piaget, or Dewey. More impor-
tant for our purposes is this question: How have
the exponents of these theories understood them
and brought them to bear in the classroom? 13
The defxnitxons of motivation and motivational principles which will be
used in this study have been derived from the program descriptions and
other communications of the authors of the programs, Don Bushell, Jr.
and Davxd Armington, because neither author ever states a definition of
motivation.
^estions and Purposes
. The questions on which this study will be
based, then, are these:
1) Do the teachers working in the EDC and Bushell Follow-Through programs
conceptualize motivation in a manner consistent with "ideal" concep-
tualizations derived from the EDC and Bushell models respectively?
2) Do the teachers in the EDC and Bushell Follow-Through programs oper-
ationalize motivational principles in a manner consistent with "ideal"
motivational principles derived from the EDC and Bushell models res-
pectively?
These questions are asked for the purpose of assessing to what degree
the teachers understand and act upon the models. The data will allow a
comparison of the degree of "consistency with the model" both within and
between programs. Conclusions can then be drawn about the extent to which
the motivational principles contained in the models have been internalized
by the teachers and incorporated into classroom practice.
13 Maccoby and Zellner, Experiments in Primary Education
,
31.
Definitions of the term "Motivation.
"
9
Before analyzing the moti-
vational aspects of the two programs being considered, it will be helpful
to get a perspective on the field of motivation. Therefore, an examina-
tion of some current definitions of motivation will be undertaken.
The term "motivation" has proven to be difficult to define precisely.
Motivation is an inferred construct. Teachers, on the basis of their ob-
servations that children are eager to learn and are working diligently,
infer from their behavior that they are "motivated." But which observ-
able behaviors are indices of motivation and which are not is a subject
on which there is much disagreement.
On a more systematic level, educators and psychologists have made
attempts at pinning down a definition of motivation. These definitions
also vary widely, but they do contain some common elements. For the sake
of comparison, consider these four definitions of motive:
...an affectively toned associative network
arranged in a hierarchy of strength or impor-
tance within a given individual.!'^
...any emotion, desire, or appetite operating
on the will of a person and moving him to act.!^
...a force which initiates, directs, and sus-
tains behavior toward a goal.!6
...that which gives direction and intensity to
behavior. 17
14 David McClelland "Toward a Theory of Motive Acquisition," American
Psychologist
. 20, 5, (1965), 322.
15 Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English Language
Unabridged, 1475.
16 D.B. Lindsley, quoted in John F. Hall, Psychology of Motivation
,
31-32,
17 Jack R. Fr)nnier, "Motivation: The Mainspring and Gyroscope of Learn-
ing," Theory into Practice
, 23.
10
The first definition is the most neurological of the four. It locates a
motive in the affective, or "feeling," domain. It presents the idea that
some motives are stronger than others. The second definition also places
a motxve in the "feeling" category, by using referents which are "inner,"
such as "desire" and "appetite." It also introduces the concept of a
motive as an active force, capable of "operating on" and "moving" a per-
son to act. The third definition is very similar, stating the notion of
the motive as an "active force" in a direct way. The third definition
also introduces the notion of "goal." The "active force" inside a person
does not direct behavior randomly, but moves the person to reach some
goal. The fourth definition is really a synthesis of the previous three,
in that it incorporates the notion of "active force" by employing the
term "intensity," and accounts for the notion of "behavior toward a goal"
by employing the term "direction." Without discussing the obvious dif-
ferences in the definitions, it can be concluded that all four locate a
motive inside of a person, that three of the four conceive of a motive
as an inner force, and that three of the four relate the inner force to
some goal or action in the "outer" world.
The postulate of "need" is added to this picture of motivation by
the following summarization of definitions of motivation:
...when the organism learns to make appropriate
responses to obtain the goal object or reward
which satisfies its needs, the organism is said
to be motivated.
Hall has labeled the "inner, active force" which was common to the
18 John F. Hall, Psychology of Motivation
,
30-31.
11
previously-cited definitions as a "need." A "need" is either some state
of deprivation, as a "need" for food, or it is some excess of stimulation,
as the need to escape the pain of the electrical shock. These "needs"
energize goal-directed activity which reduces the state of "need."
When an organism learns to satisfy its "needs" by obtaining the appropriate
goal, some writers on motivation, though not all, would say that the or-
ganism is motivated. Therefore, the concepts of "need" and "goal" are
common to most definitions of motivation.
The purpose of discussing the status of definitions of motivation
is to prepare the reader to analyze the conceptions of motivation and
motivational principles derived from the EDC and Bushell models in rela-
tion to common elements of psychologists' definitions. For example, it
will be easy to relate Armington's emphasis on the "needs" of students
to the above discussion, as it will be helpful to relate Bushell' s stress
on objectives to the concept of "goal." The summary of definitions of
motivation, then, has provided the reader with a conceptual handle on
motivation with which he can approach the EDC and Bushell program des-
criptions .
In the next chapter, the Bushell and EDC program descriptions, some
antecedent experiments and educational practice, and the current attempts
to evaluate the Follow-Through models will be examined.
19 Ibid . Chapter 3 contains a more detailed treatment of the history
of attempts to define "drive" and "motive."
CHAPTER 2
review of the literature
12
There are two major purposes of this review of the literature. The
first purpose can be arrived at by the following line of reasoning. Since
thejesearch problem is to evaluate the consistency of the teachers’ con-
ceptualizations of motivation with those of the models, it is necessary to
identify and summarize the conceptualizations of motivation which can be
found in the descriptions of the models and in the more recent background
studies and. position papers. The purpose of this review is not only to
find concepts of motivation, but operational definitions of "motivated"
behavior as well. The second purpose will be to review other attempts
at comparing more than one Follow-Through model, in order to point out the
position and scope of this study in relation to other on-going evaluations.
This review will not be a comprehensive analysis of the current the-
ories of motivation as they relate to the two models under study. Because
the relationship between the models and the theories of motivation is not
clear-cut, especially in the case of Education Development Center’s model,
it would not be adequate to impose current theories of motivation on these
programs. Rather, from the program descriptions, it is possible to collect
information on their views and assumptions about children’s motivation
which bear some resemblance to current theories and are sufficient for the
purpose of carrying out a comparative study of the two models.
Bushell Model , Bushell makes a basic statement about motivation in
the booklet "The Behavior Analysis Classroom ."
13
Behavior Analysis assumes that 'motivation'
does not happen - it is taught
. It is the
result of carefully executed procedures which
provide the incentives needed to guarantee
that a child will begin and carry through onlearning tasks.!
In his 1968 research on the study behavior of pre-school children, Bushell
gives us a description of the constellation of behaviors which a "highly
motivated" child would display. Such study behaviors as "remaining with
and attending to assigned tasks" are important objectives for teachers to
achieve. The development of good working habits then is not just a slot
to be filled in on the report card, but a concern which is given high pri-
ority in the curriculum. In addition to academic achievement, the habits
which contribute to that achievement are also taught. In a basic sense,
this aspect might also be called a "how to work" curriculum, as defined
by the teacher.
In addition to improving academic skills, the Bushell program contains
two other objectives related to motivation in the classroom. These are
to "improve motivation to support emphasis on social skills..." and to
"employ a practical motivation (reinforcement) system." Bushell often
refers to constellations of behavior" in which he operationalizes the
notion of "social skills."
...Children who say 'good morning' to their
teacher, who raise their hands when appropriate,
who can distinguish between the time to talk and
the time to be silent, who can stay with an as-
signed task and who respond appropriately to the
praise and compliments of the teacher, possess
skills which are advantageous in the control of
their social school environment.
^
1 Don Bushell, Jr.
,
The Behavior Analysis Classroom
,
5.
2 Don Bushell, Jr., "Behavior Analysis," B-3.
14
These social skills are not usually Included In the repertoire of lower-
class children as they enter the school, so Bushell Instructs the teachers
to concentrate on these skills. Bushell recognizes and accepts that there
are institutional objectives. He proposes to use the technical skills of
reinforcement to achieve these objectives most efficiently. Bushell is
not out to replace the traditional goals of the system; he simply wants to
attain them in a shorter time period.
The second objective mentioned above was that of employing a ’’prac-
tical motivation (reinforcement) system.” The experimental studies which
Bushell has carried out with single subjects and groups of pre-school chil-
dren have given him evidence on which to defend his use of reinforcement
principles. In his program description of Follow-Through, he asserts that
As demonstrations, these studies contribute
to the well-documented proposition that the
careful management of the consequences of
behavior can promptly and effectively change
behavior in predictable ways.^
Bushell lists six journal articles in the ’’References” section at the
end of his program description. These articles report behavior modification
experiments in two remedial classrooms, one school drop-out program, and
three regular classrooms. Taken together, these articles chronicle the
research and development phase of token reinforcement procedures. These
were constructed on the basis of operant conditioning theory.
3 Ibid
. , B-2.
15
which has been developed by J. B. Watson and B. F. Skinner.'^ The proce-
dure of token reinforcement is a clear example of operant conditioning.
In the first article published in 1967. Bushell and Carolyn Whitlock
report an experiment with teaching reading to one sixth-grade girl. The
purpose of the experiment was to determine what were effective reinforcers
for the girl's reading achievement. They tried two relnforcers - number
increases in a counter, and number increases in a counter with student-
selected "back-up reinforcers." "Back-up relnforcers" were pleasurable
activities, such as games or toys, which the girl could purchase by cash-
ing in her score on the counter. The "prices" of the items varied, so
the more desirable items "cost" more. The conclusion was that the second
condition - counter with "back-ups" - was the more successful method of
increasing the accuracy of the girl's reading of sentences.
Bushell and his colleagues were making their first attempts at apply-
ing laboratory findings to classroom situations:
c • « ths present results offer some encouragement
for the fruitful extension of laboratory princi-
ples toward the noisy and uncontrolled setting
of the classroom in a manner which unites prac-
tice and research... ^
^ The reader who wishes to pursue the theoretical background of reinforce-
ment further should see B.F. Skinner, Contingencies of Reinforcement
.
New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts
,
1969; P.B. Dews (ed.)
.
Festschrift
for B.F. Skinner
,
New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts
,
1970; G.S. Reynolds,
A Primer of Operant Conditioning
. Glenview, 111., Scott, Foresman, 1968;
J.B, Watson, Behaviorism
.
Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1930.
5 Don Bushell, Jr., and Carolyn Whitlock, "Some Effects of ’Back-Up' Rein-
forcers on Reading Behavior," 56,
16
Still in search of appropriate reinforcement system for classroom
use, Bushell next reported using a token system of reinforcement in an
article "Applying 'Group Contingencies' to the Classroom Study Behavior
of Pre-School Children."* A new aspect of the reinforcement procedures
was the use of tokens - small objects, such as poker chips- which were
given to the student as the "back-up."
A second, and perhaps more important, aspect of this article was
moving from experimentation with a single subject to a group of pre-school
students.
The objective of this research was to determine
whether operant techniques may be applied to a
group of individuals with effects similar to those
expected when a single subject is under study. 7
In making the application of reinforcement principles to non-laboratory
settings, Bushell was now making the first efforts to apply these prin-
ciples to non-institutionalized (in a residential sense) subjects.
The dependent variables in the study were a group of behaviors which
we could call an operational definition, in Bushell's terms, of a "highly
motivated" student.
To the extent that the first constellation
of behaviors ... attending quietly to instruc-
tions, working independently or in cooperation
with others as appropriate, remaining with and
attending to assigned tasks.
. .reciting after
assignments had been completed. .. is present...,
a student might be classified as industrious,
highly motivated, or conscientious. ®
6 Bushell, Wrobel, and Michaelis, "Applying ’Group Contingencies' to the
Classroom Study Behavior of Pre-School Children."
7 Ibid
.. 55
8 Ibid.
17
As a result of giving tokens for study behaviorsu o n , the average number of
study behaviors for the class ^x as a whole was increased.
In the conclusion to this article, Bushell points out the advantages
and the practicality of the token system.
. ...the classroom teacher responsible for thebehavior of many students can manage a token
system, but faces some difficulty in relying
solely on verbal praise and attention as re?inforcers. Behavior modification with social
reinforcement requires constant monitoring ofthe subject’s responding.
. .This can be done
on y on a very limited scale in a classroomby a single teacher. 9
When trying to inonltor the responses of a group of children, the teacher
needs some uniform system of rewards and punishments. The token system
offered the advantage of providing Immediate feedback to the student.
aark, Lachowlcz, and Wolf (1968) Instituted a basic education pro-
gram for five school drop-outs based on a token reinforcement system.
Five subjects and five controls, all employees of the Neighborhood Youth
Corps, were matched on median number of years In school (8.5 for subjects,
and 8.2 for controls) and reasons for leaving school. Subjects and con-
trols were given a California Achievement Test (junior high level) both
pre- and post-program. A remedial education class for Che five subjects
was set up in the mornings, in which the students received points for
correct answers in workbooks. The number of points for work in a parti-
cular subject area was varied according to the deficiencies of students.
If a girl was doing poorly in mathematics, more points were obtainable
for work in math.
9 Ibid .. 61.
18
The results were that '‘...the median increase for the classroom
group was 1.3 years, and for the (control) group was 0.2 years. In
the space of two months, the classroom group succeeded in making over a
year’s median gain in achievement. The authors also concluded that the
feasibility of a token reinforcement system had been demonstrated, in
that^they had successfully integrated the point system into the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps wage policy.
Wolf, Giles, and Hall (1968) also carried out a remedial program
using token reinforcement procedures. Their subjects were 16 fifth- and
sixth-grade students who had scored two years below the norm on the read-
ing section of the Stanford Achievement test. The reinforcement system
consisted of points given by the teacher after work had been corrected.
The points were marked by the teacher on pieces of construction paper.
The points could be redeemed for a variety of trips, snacks, or store-
bought items. Analyses of the behavior of individual students were car-
ried out to study the effects of varying the number of points given for
work in a particular area. Both this study and the Clark, Lachowicz, and
Wolf (1968) study were concerned with two questions:
1. Did the tokens or points administered serve as reinforcers?
2. Does varying the amount of reward for work in areas in which the
students are particularly deficient affect the choice that a
student makes?
The results Indicated again that more than one year's gain in achieve-
ment scores was made by the subjects as compared to the controls. One basic
argument of the defenders of compensatory education - that disadvantaged
students who are behind academically need to "catch up" to middle-
10 Clark, Lachowicz, and Wolf, "A Pilot Basic Education Program for School
Dropouts Incorporating a Token Reinforcement System," 186.
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class studeats - „as evident in both these studies. The objective o£ the
remediation program was to push the students to "catch up" to the stand-
ardized norms for pupils of their grade level.
H
Hall, Lund, and Jackson (1968) studied the effects of contingent
teacher attention on the study behavior of one first-grade and five third-
grade pupils. Study behavior was defined as ’'orientation toward the ap-
propriate object or person; assigned course material, lecturing teacher,
or reciting classmates, as well as class participation by the student
when requested by the teacher. "12 Students whose behavior was disruptive
or inattentive were chosen for the study. The study was carried out using
the multiple baseline technique. The reinforcement procedure (the teach-
er attending to study behavior and ignoring non-study behavior) increased
the percentage of study behaviors from a mean of 30% for Robbie to a mean
of 70%. During the reversal of reinforcement procedures, his study be-
havior dropped to 50%. During reinstatement, it increased again to be-
tween 70% and 80%.
The authors were also interested in the ease with which the regular
classroom teacher could learn to use these principles.
One purpose of these studies was to determine
whether the procedures could be carried out by
teachers in public school classrooms. H
The teachers were trained in the timing of delivering attention by means
11 Wolf, Giles and Hall, "Experiments with Token Reinforcement in a
Remedial Classroom," pp. 51-64.
12 Hall, Lund and Jackson, "Effects of Teacher Attention on Study Behavior,"
2 .
13 Ibid
. ,
10.
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of a cueing procedure. This procedure consisted of the observer holding
up a colored square of paper when he wanted the student to be reinforced
for study behavior.
Bushell concluded from his own and «others experiments with different
types of reinforcers that the giving of tokens for successive approxina-
tions of the desired behavior was the most effective way of reinforcing.
When the tokens could later be exchanged for preferred activities which
the children would choose, the tokens acquired greater value as reinfor-
cers. This motivational system is based on Premack's principle. Bushell
articulated the principle in this way.
Roughly stated. Premack’s Principle observes
that, given any two behaviors of different
strength, the stronger can be used to reinforce
the weaker. For example, if you know a child
who would rather sail boats in the sink than
do math problems, sailing can be used as a re—
inforcer for math.
By having teachers dispense tokens, two major advantages over tradi-
tional classrooms could be gained. The first was that the teacher would be
able to give immediate feedback in a verbal and in a tangible way for ap-
propriate behavior to a relatively large number of children. In a class-
room with 25 or 30 students, it is virtually impossible for the teacher
to give contingent verbal praise to large numbers of students. The method
of classroom organization (in Bushell classrooms) — one teacher to five
or six students - also contributes to more careful monitoring of student
behavior. The second advantage which Bushell points out is that counting
14 Don Bushell, Jr., Unpublished manuscript, 100,
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up the tokens at the end of an
-eam" period provides so.e corrective feed-
back for the teacher. If she finds that some children have received only
a few tokens, she asks herself whether she has been paying sufficient atten-
tion to that student or whether the material he Is working on is too dlf-
ficult.
Bushell’s description of Behavior Analysis: A Research Approach to
then, was the culmination of a series of experiments with
classroom applications of reinforcement principles. One requirement which
these experiments imposed on the researchers was to develop an operational
definition of "motivated'* behavior. The list of behaviors which Bushell
generated included "attending quietly to instruction, working independent-
ly or in cooperation with others as appropriate, remaining with and attend-
ing to assigned tasks, and reciting after assignments had been completed.
The token economy system, having been tried in a number of remedial and
classroom settings, was made the principal vehicle of reinforcement for
the program, and was designed to be the means by which the "motivated" be-
haviors would be developed. The basic motivational principle of Behavior
Analysis was clearly identified as the Premack principle - "that, given
any two behaviors of different strength, the stronger can be used to rein-
force the weaker. Bushell 's proposal, then, had an empirical base in
both the laboratory and the classroom, and incorporated reinforcement
theory by means of a token exchange system.
EDC Model . The Education Development Center (EDC) is something of a
maverick on the American educational plan. Like David Arraington's "Plan
for Continuing Growth," it is more a mode of operation than a "scientific"
15 Bushell, Wrobel and Michaelis, 0£. cit .
,
55.
16 Don Bushell, Jr., Unpublished manuscript, 100.
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model of the educational process. Arlington (1969) describes the English
schools as being pragmatic and action-oriented. This would also be an
accurate description of EDC.
Armlngton's description of the EDC Follow-Through program Is based
on the assumption that a child's Interests are the best determiners of
curriculum. The teacher does not act In the tradition of the supreme
dispenser of knowledge but rather as a facilitator of learning. The teach
er Is encouraged to be a diagnostician of the Interests of the children.
This means that her motivational strategy Is basically one of providing
the child the time and the materials to explore his interests deeply, or
to use another term, "to extend the child's learning." The program is
based on the assumption that children have a natural source of vitality,
and it is the teacher's responsibility to help to channel that energy into
productive activities.
The EDC program aims at motivating teachers as well. Armington ar-
gues that
If we wish to reshape the school, we must
give top priority to programs that foster
(the teacher's) continuing professional
growth. 17
Changes in the schools cannot be imposed from outside the system or from
the top of the system. By working only with teachers who want this type
of classroom organization, the whole process of energizing the teachers,
of helping them to grow, will begin, and have many healthy effects on the
17 David Armington, "A Plan for Continuing Growth," in Follow-Through
Program Approaches
.
C-2.
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children’s learning.
Curriculum change and teacher education must
go hand in hand, and this tandem development
needs to occur within the school context, so
that the growth of teachers and administrators
can have a direct impact upon their institu-
tions.^®
The EDC Follow-Through program is based upon two objectives:
1. To help schools create classroom environments
responsive to the individual needs of children
ns well as to the talents and styles of the
teachers,
2. To develop the advisory concept-ways of facil-
itating growth and change in schools.
In his description, Armington devotes two and one-half pages to the open
classroom (objective number 1) and six pages to An Advisory Service in
—
^Beginning (objective number 2). This disproportion in length
of descriptions indicates the importance which Armington attaches to the
advisory service. Having professional advisors - who have no authority
to promote or evaluate the teacher's performances - whose only function
is to give advice when the teachers call on them, is given more elabora-
tion than the open classroom itself. The advisor, like the teachers, is
instructed to start from the "talents and styles" of the teachers, and
help them to extend their learning and to provision their classrooms to
be in accord with the children's interests.
Building on the "needs and interests" of children is the most consist-
tent statement of motivational strategy in the "Plan for Continuing
Growth ,
"
18 Ibid., C-2.
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Activities most often arise from the needs
and interests of the group rather than from
a prescribed curriculum, 19
or
Each child is free to explore an interest
deeply and is also free to disengage when
an activity no longer seems appropriate.
The teacher is taken out of the position of the dispenser of knowledge
and asked to be a sensitive "responder" to the child's interests.
The intuitive capabilities of teachers and advisors are emphasized
in the "Plan." For example, the advisor tries to sense in what direction
the teacher is ready to move.
(The advisor) does not tell people what they
should do, but tries to extend what they are
capable of doing.
And the teacher, similarly, tries to get the feel of a child's Interests.
(The teacher) is both a sensitive observer
of and an active participant in the life of
classroom. ^2
Another intangible aspect of the personalities of the teachers is their
spirit. Armington describes them as demonstrating to the children the
"spirit and style of the experimenter." The words "desire" and "enthu-
siasm" and "pioneer" convey the meaning of the spirit of the teachers.
This feeling which the teacher strives to generate in herself leads us
to consider the role of the teacher as a model for her students.
It seems that much of Armington 's report is directed toward changing
19 Ibid
. .
C-5.
20 Ibid
.
,
21 Ibid
. , C-9.
22 Ibid., C-5.
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the teacher’s behavior so that she becomes re-energized. A major objec-
tive of the "Plan" is to encourage teachers to experiment actively with
new curriculum materials and ideas. Once the teachers have experienced
the process of building something for their class, he argues, they have
begun to take an active role in changing the classroom environment. The
teacVr's self-image is important in this strategy, too. In the primary
schools in England,
schools and teachers tend to think of them-
selves as researchers and experimenters... 23
The change in self-image from "dispenser of knowledge" to "researcher"
is not the only change recommended. The teacher also begins to see her-
self as a "collaborator" with the children in trying to find solutions
to problems. So the teachers are encouraged to be less passive and more
active, less abstract and more concrete in their own learning, and to em-
ploy fewer discussions and more activities.
In a talk given at the UMass School of Education, Arlington force-
fully defended the EDC approach. He said that EDC attempted to identify
teachers who had a healthy sense of discontent. These teachers are the
potential growth points within the system, because the personal and pro-
fessional growth of these teachers can pay off in direct transformations
system. Armington also confirmed the impression that intuitive
processes play an important part in learning by stating that the
very high set of expectations, the deep sense
of caring and commitment
,
and the open-minded-
ness of the British primary school teachers were
23 Ibid
.. C-2.
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things that I resonate with . 24 (underlining mine)
The underlined portion highlights Armington’s use of non-rational processes
a kind of spiritual affinity - in responding to the British schools.
In summary, motivational strategy in EDC "model" cannot be isolated
from the overall strategy for changing the schools and teachers. It is
from the strategy for institutional change that we can infer Armington's
strategy for individual change. Working from the growth points in the
system - the teachers who want to make their classrooms more open - is an
analogous process of how the teacher works with students - finding their
growth points and responding in a supportive way to them. In Armington’s
debunking of the term motivation, we can grasp clearly the importance of
self-directed growth.
Motivation,
’ conventionally conceived, is
how do I get the child to do what I want him
to do. We would say instead, "How do I enable
the child to do what he needs to do... What we
need to do in school is to capitalize on this
natural energy... If the environement is suitably
provisioned and if the teacher is suitably sen-
sitive, there will be vitality in the classroom,
and this vitality is contagious from one child
to another. So the problem of how to motivate
children tends to vanish.
Armington, then, proposed the creation of open classrooms and of the
new role of the EDC advisor. These organizational changes would be imple-
mented simultaneously with the process of making teachers active decision-
makers about their classrooms. Two basic motivational principles were
24 David Armington, Unpublished talk, given at UMass School of Education.
April 16, 1971.
25 Armington, quoted in Eleanor Maccoby and Miriam Zellner, Experiments
in Primary Education
,
61-62
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e.Bpl„yed to bring about, higher levels of motivation in both teachers and
students. The students and the teachers were given more responsibility
to decide what goes on in the class. Secondly, the "needs and interests"
of the students were made the starting points for classroom activity, and
the teacher's responsibility shifted from being the supreme dispenser of
knowledge to the "extender" and facilitator of the child's Interests in
learning.
Armington does not cite any references in his ’’Plan." He states
that the "Plan" derives much of its inspiration from the primary school
revolution in England. Armington has visited England several times, and
has no doubt read the reports and journals and "occasional papers" of
many of the other travellers to these schools. Tracing the historical
roots of Armington’s "Plan" is a difficult problem, though, since he gives
us no clues on what his proposal is based. Three authors have been care-
fully selected for inclusion in this review. William Hull wrote the paper
Leicestershire Revisited" after visiting the primary schools again with
David Armington. Courtney Cazden’s interview of the head teacher (prin-
cipal) of Gordonbrock School was also published by EDC along with a film
of the same school. David Hawkins' paper "Messing About in Science" was
also published by EDC, and reports the results of an experiment in teach-
ing which was inspired by British primary education.
Hull and Armington visited the Leicestershire County Schools together
in 1964. Leicestershire Revisited" is both a description of the organi-
zational changes in British Infant and Junior Schools and a critique of
American education.
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Hull presents. In this article, some educated guesses about the com-
plex Ingredients of the "revolution" in the British Infant Schools. He
proposed that there were five major stimuli for change operating:
1) the removal of the 11-plus examination
(an SAT-type test for 11 year-olds)
X 2) the educational leadership of the county
educators
3) the willingness of the teachers to exper-
iment with new ideas
4) the establishment of flexible and relaxed
work periods, rather than "narrow produc-
tion schedules"
5)
advances in child development have brought
about changes in curriculum and age—grouping
In comparing Hull's article and Armington's "Plan," we can see many
similarities. The most direct resemblance is in their praise for the
teachers willingness to design and implement innovative curricula. The
beginnings of Armington's exhortations for EDC teachers to act like "re-
searchers" and "experimenters" in their classrooms might be traced to
Hull's report. Hull's critique of "narrow production" schedules as the
dominant structure of classroom time in America was based on his obser-
vation of the sustained work periods of which the British children were
capable. Armington's desire to import the British model - the open class-
room - was also motivated by the same conviction.
Finally, Hull mentions in passing that "the Infant Schools have shared,
as have many schools in the United States, in the enlightenment which has
come from studies of child development, "^6 Unfortunately, neither Hull nor
26 William Hull, Leicestershire Revisited
,
8,
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Armlagton elaborate on this statement. On what studies are these new
patterns of organization based? Amington reveals only that British
Schools have "inspired" EDO’s proposal. The reader interested in the
"knowledge" component of British primary school organization is left to
search out his own sources. Armington's proposal reads more like a state-
ment of beliefs than a well-documented program.
Armington disclaims any intention of trying to mechanically trans-
plant the English system to America. Rather, however, he feels that "in
the need for continuing change and growth in education,
.. .both countries
share a common concern. We believe that certain fundamental elements of
the English experience are applicable to our situation. "27 Armington does
not elaborate the "why" behind this statement, so again the reader is
left without careful explanation.
Hawkins (1969) records in anecdotal terms the results of changing
his own behavior as a teacher. He had given a lecture-demonstration to
a group of fifth-grade students on the regularities in the motion of
coupled pendula. The students' reaction was respectful but bored. He
then decided to allow the students time to "mess about" with the pendula -
to explore their operations freely and on their own. This period of un-
directed experimentation was so successful that Hawkins allowed the class
several weeks of just getting acquainted with how a pendulum behaves under
different conditions.
27 David Armington, "A Plan for Continuing Growth," C-3.
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all this time, there was little or no evi-dence of boredom or confusion. Most of thequestions we might have planned for came up
unscheduled.^® ^
Hawkins concluded also that the students had not had enough concrete ex-
perience with the phenomenon of pendular motion for him to begin telling
them about abstract laws of motion. The background work "messing about"
and attempting some activities suggested by the students and teacher were
necessary in order to make the lecture-discussion meaningful. The title
of the article - "Messing About in Science"-ls meant to assert the impor-
tance of concrete and undirected experimentation with the scientific phe-
nomenon
.
In 1969, Courtney Cazden interviewed Miss Susan Williams, the head
teacher (principal is the U. S. equivalent) in a British Infant School.
The purpose of the interview was to identify some of the British methods
of classroom organization. Miss Williams discussed how she and the other
teachers used "interests" motivation. When the children returned from
their summer holidays, the class would usually talk about what they had
done. Probably a book about the holidays would be encouraged by the
teacher. This book would either be dictated directly to the teacher or
expressed in a picture. She emphasized that activities such as these are
child-directed, although at times teacher-suggested. Having a child ex-
press what he is doing or what he has done in story or picture form or in
just talking with the teacher was a key element in getting the child inter-
ested in speaking or writing.
28 Hawkins, "Messing About in Science," 7.
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Another aspect of "Interests" motivation in the Gordonbrock School
was in the choice of materials. Mias Williams described the necessity
for the teacher to provide tempting raw materials for the students:
Very often the teacher will put exciting
material down which will suggest something
to the child
... She ' 11 put material which
will set the children thinking. 29
Arranging materials in the room which the children will transform into
something different from the original could be considered a basic moti-
vational principle. Piaget calls this process of invention a critical
element in understanding. Understanding, in Piagetian terms, is a trans-
formation of reality. 30
A third element which Miss Williams in this interview and David Ar-
mington in his proposal emphasize is naturalistic teaching. The lesson
must flow from some on-going activity in the class which raises questions
for the child. Miss Williams illustrated this principle by giving the
example of taking a group of children around the school building for the
purpose of learning how to count. She would ask them to count the number
in the group, the number of buttons on their shirts, the number of steps
they climbed, etc. Another example was her hypothesized response to a
child who might say "Your coat is the same color as mine." She would
talk with the girl about colors and then, if the girl seemed ready,
suggest a book about colors in which the girl could cut out pictures with
yellow things, blue things, etc. The term "naturalistic" refers to seiz-
ing opportunities when they arise from the natural conversation or manual
29 Susan Williams, quoted in Courtney Cazden, Infant School
, p. 11.
30 Charles Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom
. 215, 216.
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activity of the children. Naturalistic teaching could be contrasted
sharply with the systematic teaching of concepts.
m^parative
_
and Non-Comparative Studies
. Early childhood education
researchers are in the process of developing and testing conceptual frame-
works for evaluating Follow-Through. Taken together, these studies cre-
ate the impression that the art of evaluation of Project Follow-Through
is in its infancy.
Three comparative and two non-comparative studies will be reviewed
here, for the purpose of putting the present study into its larger con-
text. The comparative studies are the Stanford Research Institute (SRI)
national evaluation, the Columbia Classroom Environments Project, and
the Maccoby and Zellner book. Experiments in Primary Education
. The non-
comparative studies are Edward Chittenden's Analysis of an Approach to
Open Education and Lauren Resnick's "Teacher Behavior in a British Infant
School.
"
The overall purpose of the SRI evaluation was to "develop evidence
to help guide policy decisions about the design and implementation of
educational and social programs that ameliorate the impact of poverty."
It was decided to divide the "environments" of Follow-Through into three
categories
-classroom, community, and program. The measurement of the
classroom environment was also divided into three parts:
1. Cognitive and Noncognitive Measurement of Pupils
2. Direct Observation of Classroom Processes
3. Self-Report Surveys of Teachers and Classroom Aides
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The development of the classroom observation Instrument Is the
component of the SRI evaluation which is directly related to the present
Study.
The observation Instrument had to be suitable for all programs.
The programs, however, differed markedly in their classroom procedures.
Each sponsor must be considered in his own best
light, according to his goals and aspirations.
Since sponsors’ intentions necessarily differ,
an observation instrument must be able to assess
a wide variety of classroom processes."
The researchers delineated three dimensions of classroom processes which
were found to be important to all sponsors.
These were:
1. child initiation,
2. teacher directiveness,
3. child independence.
Since the SRI data collection activities are now in progress, there
are no results which can be reviewed here. For the purposes of the pre-
sent study, a comparison of the "teacher directiveness" and "child initi-
ation dimension to the variables "teacher's conception of motivation"
and "teacher’s motivational strategy" is appropriate. The present study
is focussed on how a teacher thinks about motivation and how she carries
those ideas into action. Her thinking about motivation will have to take
into account how directive she will be and how important child initiation
is. Likewise, her motivational strategy will dictate more or less teach-
er directiveness and more or less child initiative. The kinds of data
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which SRI Is collecting Include important dimensions of motivational
strategies, then, and confirm that the central dimensions of the SRI
evaluation bear some resemblance to the central dimensions of the pre-
sent study.
Grannls (1971) is investigating "autonomy in learning." By explor-
ing the students' and teachers' roles in the classroom, he hopes to de-
monstrate the usefulness of the concept "autonomy in learning." His
interest, however, is not only theoretical; in the process of studying
autonomy, he is developing criteria and procedures for evaluating Follow-
Through.
His project has proceeded to the point where observational data on
the Engelmann-Becker, Bushell, and Bank Street classrooms are being
placed on a series of matrices which represent classroom processes.
The matrix entitled "Motivation; Predominant for Learning" contains
four tactics for motivating students in classrooms - fear of punishment,
removal of reward, extrinsic reward, and intrinsic reward. On the basis
of observational data, Grannis is seeking to assess the degree to which
each of those tactics is present in the various Follow-Through classrooms.
Grannis has collected only fragmentary data on Bushell classrooms,
and none at all on EDC classrooms. He makes two relevant statements about
the use of "removal of reward" and "extrinsic reward" in Bushell classrooms
31 "Plans for the National Evaluation of Follow-Through, Fall, 1970,"
and "SRI Classroom Observation Instrument," Menlo Park: Stanford
Research Institute, 1970.
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Removal of reward, if not punishment, was a
conspicuous tactic in the Bushell classroom
through the use of an "off-earn-time" removal of
room!''*'^
isolation chairs placed in the class-
... there was an extraordinarily consistent policyof attempting to respond positively to children’s
correct actions in the.
.. Bushell classrooms, withpositive reinforcement given at very high ratesthroughout the instruction. 32
By comparison, Grannis reports that the Bank Street classroom aides
(Bank Street Is closest In design to EDO) used considerable extrinsic
verbal rewarding.
The direction in which Grannis is proceeding is useful for the pre-
sent study in that he has identified the same tactics for motivation in
classrooms with which the present study is concerned.
The comparative study by Maccoby and Zellner (1971) did not set out
to collect empirical data. Rather it sought to explore the assumptions
and educational philosophies of the program sponsors, and to discuss the
similarities and differences in their approaches. The steps in their
"data collection" process were these:
1. interviewed program sponsors
2. studied program documents
3. talked with some teachers and administrators
4. visited some classrooms
5. held a conference of program sponsors, Follow-Through
directors, in which differences of viewpoint were dis-
cussed
32 Joseph Grannis, "Autonomy in Learning," 48.
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In addition to describing carefully the similarities and differences
among the programs, Maccoby and Zellner selected topics which seemed to
represent major differences among programs. One of these was a chapter
on Motivation and Incentives.”
They propose that the goals of the reinforcement theorists and the
cognitlve-developmentallsts are the same - namely, to produce students
who are capable of sustained learning without reliance on adults. They
conclude that the means by which the programs seek to achieve these ob-
jectives are different.
The reinforcement theorist sees the process
of producing independence as invol\/ing a
gradual stretching out of the schedule of
reinforcement: The child is first reinforced
by the teacher for every correct response, then,
for every fifth one, and so on, until the be-
havior can be sustained when reinforcement is
very rare. The opposing viewpoint is that one
must not develop a child’s dependence on the
teacher's reinforcement in the first place;
that she should be there to guide the child
into good solution strategies, but that his
reinforcement should come directly from the
materials he is working with and the pleasure
he will get out of success in problem solving.
From an ideal standpoint, this is what the program sponsors would have
their teachers do. The differences in motivational strategy are apparent
on a theoretical level and from the director's vantage point. What the
present work is attempting to do is to trace whether or not these dif-
ferences in strategy are apparent when talking with and observing the
teachers working in the program.
34 Maccoby and Zellner, op. cit., 75.
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TWO non-comparative exploratory efforts in the evaluation of EDC-
British Infant School programs have recently been made. Since the
Bushell model was not included in these studies, we shall examine only
the related aspects of them.
A paper presented to the American Educational Research Association
(AERA) Conference in 1971 by Lauren Resnick explained an observation sys-
tem which she had developed for use in British Infant Schools. As a
behaviorist, she was most concerned with the variable teacher attention;
specifically, how the teacher managed and instructed AO students in an
informal setting. She found that the teacher initiated most of the ex-
tended conversations, while the children initiated most of the shorter
ones. A large number of "interruptions" characterized the teacher-stu-
dent interaction, most of them initiated by the children. The signifi-
cance of Resnick's report for the purposes of the present study is two-
fold. First, it confirms the central role of the teacher in classroom
management
,
whether it is an open or "closed" classroom. Motivational
strategy involves making decisions about the giving or withholding of
teacher attention. Second, it demonstrates that even in a program which
values child initiation" and "child independence," the teacher is called
upon to handle interruptions. The teacher's motivational strategy must,
then, include actions that will sustain learning.
Chittenden (1970) also directs attention to the teacher's ideas
35 Lauren Resnick, "Teacher Behavior in the British Infant School,"
pp. 1-20.
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about her own role and her views about children's learning in his Analysis
of an Approach to Open Education
. He stresses the concept of resource-
fulness as being the major quality of children and teachers which EDC
seeks to develop. He listed one of the basic principles of the EDC
approach as "resourcefulness is the starting point of teaching."
V An approach more characteristic of what EDC
seeks to foster is taking the interests of the
child for what they are and encouraging their
extension in any of several directions.
Just as Bushell asserts that motivation is learned behavior, so also
Chittenden is proposing that "resourcefulness" is learned behavior as
well. Indeed, we might say that Chittenden has redefined "motivation"
to mean "resourcefulness."
The second crucial aspect of Chittenden's analysis is the section
on "Implications for Evaluation and Research." While he feels that the
teacher's views on children's learning are one information source which
needs to be tapped, he also states:
A second kind of necessary instrumentation
is the development of procedures for describing
how the teacher views her own role...
Motivational strategy, then, is one component of the teachers' role which
flows from her conceptions of motivation. The instruments developed for
this study are the beginning steps in describing how a teacher formulates
and executes plans in the classroom.
36 Edward Chittenden, "Analysis of an Approach to Open Education," pp.l-
110 .
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Sumsm- The two purposes of this comprehensive review of the lite-
rature were to identify and summarize the basic concepts and methods of
motivation of the EDC and the Bushell models, and to relate the present
study to other current evaluations of Project Follow-Through. The Premack
principle was identified as the basic concept of motivation in the Bushell
program, and token reinforcement was described as the means by which the
Premack principle was operationalized. The aim of the Bushell program
was seen to be to produce high rates of study behavior. Responding to
the interests of the child was identified as the basic concept of moti-
vation in the EDC program, and "extensions" of learning and encouraging
self-expression were found to be the principal methods of motivation.
The goal of the EDC program was expressed as "humanizing" education and
producing teachers and children who are "active experimenters."
The present study was seen to be narrower in its conceptual focus
than other evaluation efforts, but its concern with the role of the
teacher in the process of motivation was also shared by the other studies.
The present study most closely resembles the Maccoby and Zellner
comparative work, because it seeks to examine underlying motivational
principles. It goes beyond Maccoby and Zellner by examining teacher
behavior in actual classrooms in addition to the sponsor's ideas. The
use of the construct motivational strategy in some ways overlaps Grannis'
use of autonomy in learning, although the conceptual framework in the
present study is not as fully developed as his. Grannis' choice of ob-
servational methods of research is similar to this study, although this
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study examines only the teachers' behavior. There Is also considerable
overlap with SRI's dimensions of "teacher directiveness" and "child
initiation.
"
The reader has also learned about some of the historical background
of the two models. Through tracing antecedent experiments and "occa-
sional papers," the philosophical differences between the two programs
have been partially exposed.
The summaries of the motivational features of the models and the
review of current evaluative studies of Follow-Through were intended to
prepare the reader for the analysis of new data on EDC and Bushell
Follow-Through programs. The reader can have the confidence that the
questions being posed in the present study are significant ones in the
field of educational research, and the two programs can be approached
with the prerequisite knowledge of their concepts, goals, and methods.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH PROCEDURES
This chapter contains a description and analysis of the selection of
the sample, the construction of evaluation instruments, and the process of
data collection.
Type of Study
The present study will be an exploratory field study, according to
the distinction made by Katz, in that it "seeks what is rather than pre-
dicts relations to be found. While certain variables have been iden-
tified, no relationship between them has been predicted. A study of this
type is intended to test the significance of these variables rather than
to support or reject specific hypotheses.
Selection of the Sample
Cities and Schools . One EDC and one Bushell project were chosen
on the basis of geographical proximity to Amherst. This decision was
made for financial reasons; therefore, it can be said that this was not
a random sample of the twenty-five EDC and Bushell projects in the United
States. Important regional and cultural differences between projects
could not be taken into account using this selection procedure.
The EDC project was located in the Brown School in City X.^ City X
1 D. Katz, quoted in F. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research,
388.
The names of the cities, schools, and teachers have been changed to
protect the professional identity of the people involved.
2
is an industrial city of 35,531 (1960 Census). It is the site of a state
unxversity and a small private college. It is situated on the shore of
a large lake and functions as a port city. It is surrounded by small ru-
ral communities. The Brown School is located in the midst of City X's
poorest section. The houses and streets around the school are in obvious
need of repair. One part of the school is a very old building, and the
other part is a modern cinder-block addition which houses Project Follow-
Through. All the children in the kindergarten, first, second, and third
grades are enrolled in the Follow-Through program, making a total of 13
classrooms with 332 children in all. Of these 332 children, 168 received
services in the Head Start pre-school program, while 164 did not. Only
one of the 332 children is black. Of the 13 classrooms, four are kinder-
gartens, three first-grade, three second-grade, and three third-grade.^
The Bushell project was located in the Red School, The Green School,
and the Orange School in City Y. City Y is located in the green foothills
of a New England state. The major source of employment for its residents
is a large factory. Its population is 57,879 (1960 Census). The Red
School is a modern parochial school, whereas the Green and Orange Schools
are older public schools, located in the poverty areas. There are eight
classrooms in all, making a total of 190 children. Of these 190 children,
150 are Head Start graduates, and 40 received no Head Start services.
The racial balance is 39 black, 150 white, and one oriental.^
3 City X, Follow-Through Proposal for School Year 1971-1972 .
4 City Y, Follow-Through Proposal for School Year 1971-1972 .
flection of Teachers
. The teachers who participated in the study
were asked to do so by the Staff Trainer in City Y and the local Project
Director in City X. The researcher went to each of these projects, des-
cribed the study to the Staff Trainer in City Y and the Local Director
in City X, and asked them to choose teachers to participate.
In City Y, the Staff Trainer selected a young teacher, who had stud-
ied with Bushell at the University of Kansas, to participate in the pre-
study. The Trainer's desire to have the researcher get a good
impression of the Bushell project must have biased this selection. Dur-
ing the preliminary interview, the researcher realized that there were
three kindergarten and three first grade teachers currently teaching in
the project. The Staff Trainer was asked if it would be possible to have
the two remaining kindergarten teachers and one first-grade teacher in
the study. Again, it was the Staff Trainer who made the selection of the
three teachers, but her choice was limited by the request of the resear-
cher. One other factor introduced bias into the selection. The Project
Consultant, who assisted in arranging the researcher's visits to this
project, warned about selecting one of the teachers for the study because
her ideas were not close to Bushell' s.
In City X, the researcher asked the Director if he could have all
four kindergarten teachers participate in the study. The rationale for
this decision was that the strategies of kindergarten teachers might be
different from those of first-grade teachers, and the students in the
first grade would be more accustomed to the model. If all kindergarten
classrooms could be included, then each teacher and group of students
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would have been working with the model together for approximately eight
months. Because two out of the three teachers in the Bushell project
were kindergarten teachers, it was decided to request all kindergarten
teachers in the EDC project for comparison purposes. Since there were
only four kindergarten teachers in the EDC project, all of them parti-
cipated in either the preliminary study or actual study. The Director
decided which one of the four would participate in the preliminary study.
The procedure of selecting teachers for the study, then, was not a
random process. However, the decision to select all kindergarten teach-
ers from the two projects resulted in the inclusion of the total popu-
lation of EDC and Bushell kindergarten teachers in the study.
Development o f Evaluation Instruments
. The procedure of interview-
ing teachers was chosen for the present study because it allowed for a
careful probing of the teachers' conceptions of motivation. The inter-
view technique permitted the researcher to employ open-ended questions
which could be probed for clarification, as well as a forced-choice
question which would yield quantitative data.
The interview schedule was developed along the two dimensions of
the research problem - conceptions of motivation and motivational stra-
tegies. A list of the "ideal” conceptions of motivation and motivation-
al strategies of the EDC and Bushell models was first developed. On the
basis of these lists, questions were written for the interview which
would assess the "match" between the teachers' conceptions and strategies
and the program sponsors'. The questions were phrased in such a way
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that the exact terminology used by each of the sponsors was eliminated
where possible. The interview schedule is reproduced in Appendix A.
The procedure of observing the classrooms was chosen because it
would provide a check on the teachers’ self-reports about what they did.
It would also allow the researcher to collect evidence on the teachers'
motivational techniques.
The same list of "ideal" motivational strategies which guided the
development of the interview questions was employed to construct the ob-
servation protocol. Two examples of other observation systems were also
helpful in designing the form for recording observations.^ The observa-
tion protocol is reproduced in Appendix C.
Methods of Data Collection
Data collection was planned in two phases. Phase I was the prelim-
inary study which involved interviewing one EDC and one Bushell teacher
and observing in these two teachers’ classrooms. The purpose of the pre-
liminary study was to test the evaluation instruments. Phase II was the
actual study which involved observing in the classrooms of three EDC and
three Bushell teachers for a one-hour period on three separate school
days, and then interviewing each of the teachers for a one-hour period.
The interviews were held after the observations had been completed, so
that the questions asked in the interview would not affect the teachers’
performances.
5 See Dan Jordan, Compensatory Education in Massachusetts
.
and Lauren
Resnick, "Teacher Behavior in a British Infant School."
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Phase I
. In City Y, the Staff Trainer asked Bushell teacher //4 (B^)
to be the subject of the preliminary study. The researcher arrived in her
classroom at about 11:00 a.m. The first half-hour was spent in unstruc-
tured observation in order to get the "feel" of the interaction. From
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. (excluding lunch break), the researcher employed
the observation protocol. When B^ was teaching a small group reading
lesson, the researcher sat next to the children and on the right-hand
side of the teacher. The researcher managed to stay always within ear-
shot of B^. As a result of the observations, the researcher decided to
eliminate items which asked for a diagram of the classroom space, and to
reduce the time limit set for some time—sampling questions.
After the students had left, an interview with B^ was arranged. He
was hesitant to have the interview audio—taped, but the researcher was
able to allay his fears. The interview lasted 1 1/2 hours. After the
interview was over, the researcher and B^ discussed problems they had
encountered in the interview. It was decided that the interview sched-
ule should be shortened, that the first three general questions about
motivation should be oral and not written, and that Question #20 should
be better spaced.
In City X, the local Director selected EDC Teacher #4 (E^) to par-
ticipate in the preliminary study. The observations in E^'s classroom
required more mobility on the researcher's part because of the free-
flowing pattern of classroom organization. It was found to be difficult
to have to flip pages when marking down observations, so a modification
was introduced to make recording notes easier (see Appendix D).
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The Interview with proceeded much more rapidly than had the inter-
view with B4. This was due to the tact that the researcher allowed fewer
dlsgresslons on part. Again, permission was asked and granted to
tape the Interview. After the interview, an assessment of the questions
and the procedure was held by and the researcher.
Phase I was carried out in one day in each project. Not only did
the researcher test the evaluation procedures, but he also learned what
was necessary to set up Phase II of the study.
glLshell Project. In City Y, the one-hour observations
were carried out over the space of one month. The schedule of alternating
instructional and "earn-time" activities made it very convenient for the
observer to be near the teacher yet relatively inconspicious during the
lesson. The observer was asked not to give any attention to the students
during on-task time (when instruction was taking place). Being able to
sit in a chair and fill in the observation forms made it easy to complete
the form in less than an hour. Observations made during off-task time
were written on the same form, but placed in the margins.
Scheduling one-hour observations with B2 and B3 was difficult at
times because of teacher sickness. It was necessary to combine two one-
hour observations on the same day for both B2 and Bj* Thus, instead of
three one-hour observations on three separate days, the three one-hour
observations were carried out on only two separate days for B2 and B3.
The interviews with the Bushell teachers were conducted in the
school building in which they taught. Permission was granted by all
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three teachers to audio-tape the interviews, and all were conducted in
less than one hour. The teachers were asked not to discuss the questions
with other teachers until all the interviews had been held.
Proiect
. EDC classrooms are characterized by greater
mobility on the part of both teachers and students. The job of the ob-
server who is trying to stay within earshot of the teacher and write down
notes IS complicated by this mobility. Often, the observer would have
to follow the teacher around the room in order to hear what she was say-
ing. After one day of getting accustomed to this mobility, the observer
and the teacher were able to move around without getting into each other's
way. There was one exception to this pattern. Because positioned
herself in one corner of the room and tutored one student at a time, the
observer did not have to move around as much.
Scheduling the observations was again a problem because of teacher
sickness. For E2, the observations went as planned. For Ej_ and E3, three
one-hour observations on two separate days were held. Even though this
process of observation differed from the plan, yet it was exactly similar
to what had happened with the Bushell teachers.
The interview procedure was conducted as planned. All three teach-
ers consented to audio-taping
. All were carried out in one hour or less.
One mistake that could have affected the results was that E^ was not asked
to refrain from discussing the interview questions with the other teachers.
E2 casually remarked the day after the preliminary interview that she had
discussed with E^ "what you are looking for."
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Other Sources of Data . Numerous other activities were carried out
during the data collection process. In City X, conversations over lunch
with both the local Follow-Through Director and the principal of the ele-
mentary school in which the Follow-Through project is located, provided
an additional perspective on the EDC operation. A copy of the 1971-1972
project proposal was given to the investigator by the Director, as well
as some descriptions of in-service workshops which she had in her files.
In City Y, both the Staff Trainer and a project consultant from the
University of Kansas were very generous with their time and information
on the program. Updated program descriptions, a training manual for
parents, and a copy of the project proposal for 1971-72 were given to
the investigator.
Three other events also provided the investigator with valuable
data. The Chief of the Research Division of Follow-Through, USOE, Wash-
ington, D. C., Richard Snyder, sent two very helpful articles on Follow-
Through and discussed the proposal over the telephone. Secondly, the
investigator attended a talk on the EDC program by David Armington, the
national director of EDC's Follow-Through program, given at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts on April 16, 1971. Finally, the investigator made
a telephone call to Don Bushell, Jr., national director of the Behavior
Analysis Follow-Through program, in order to obtain his advice on the
proposed research.
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e^stion #20
.,
on Interview
. Within the structured interview, a
forced-choice questionnaire was included. The teachers were asked to
circle their responses to 24 aspects of motivational strategy. A seman'
tic differential provided the teachers with three possible responses.
The question is presented below.
Question //20: In your general motivational strategy, how important are
these following activities? (Circle one response for each activity.)
Very
Important
Relatively
Important
Not very
Important
a. Encouragement and praise 1 2 3
b. Parent Participation 1 2 3
c. Teacher's knowledge of home
environment
1 2 3
de Immediate feedback for
right answers
1 2 3
e. Needs and interests of
children
1 2 3
f.. Use of games 1 2 3
ge Systematic use of rewards 1 2 3
he Stating behavioral objectives 1 2 3
i. Testing 1 2 3
j* Punishment 1 2 3
k. Field trips 1 2 3
1. Having children bring in
materials from home
1 2 3
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Very
Important
Relatively
Important
Not very
Important
m. Programmed learning
materials
1 2 3
n. Basal readers 1 2 3
o. Cuisenaire rods 1 2 3
P- Withholding preferred
activities from children
until certain tasks are done
1 2 3
q- Children have many choices
of activity at all times
1 2 3
r. Children given responsi-
bility to teach others
1 2 3
s. Art activities which
encourage self-expression 1 2 3
t. Art activities which
develop skills
1 2 3
u. A planned system of giving
teacher approval
1 2 3
V. Careful assessment of child's
initial performance
(beginning of school year)
1 2 3
w. Using child's curiosity as
guide to new curriculum
1 2 3
X, Changing the consequences
of student's behavior
1 2 3
The question yielded 24 responses from each teacher, making a total of
192 responses for the teachers in the actual and the preliminary study.
Enlarging the Total N for this Question
. It was decided to include
the responses of the two teachers in the preliminary study, since there'
were only two minor changes in the interview schedule as a result of the
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preliminary interviews, and since a larger sample size yields a more stable
mean. One of the minor changes was simply eliminating one item - "compe-
tition with other classes" - from the questionnaire. The other change in-
volved the wording of one item. Item g was changed from "use of prizes,
rewards, or tokens" to "systematic use of rewards." Thus the analysis of
the data from Question //20 was carried out with a sample size of four for
each group, rather than three, making a total of eight subjects.
After the interviews had been held, the responses for each item were
scored in a 2 x 3 table. For example, the responses for item b were en-
tered in this manner.
Table 3.1
Item b:
Parent
Participation
Very Relatively Not very
Important Important Important12 3
EDO yjj
Bushell XXX X
In this form, the data could be scanned for the obvious similarities and
differences between the two groups.
The tabled frequencies for Question #20 were then submitted to an
expert in educational evaluation. He recommended that a pooled variance
t test be employed to test whether there was a significant difference
between the means of the two groups. A specialist in computer program-
ming then wrote a program employing the pooled variance t test. The data
from Question #20 were fed to the computer using this program.
The t Test . The t test is used to determine whether the difference
between the means of two groups is the result of chance or some other
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independent factor (experimental treatment, type of program the subjects
in the two groups are drawn from, etc.)* Another way of looking at what
b test accomplishes is to ask the question, **Can we reject the null
hypothesis that there are no significant differences between the two groups?"
If the t value is large enough, we can reject the null hypothesis and say
that there are significant differences between the two groups.
The pooled variance t is computed by this formula:
t
where
= the mean of Group 1
- the mean of Group 2
EX
2
^= the sum of the variance of Group 1
the sum of the variance of Group 2
n^ = the number of subjects in Group 1
n^ = the number of subjects in Group 2
When the statistic t has been generated, it is compared to a probability
table, which indicates whether or not the difference in the means of the
two groups occurred by chance. As can be seen from the formula, the
greater the difference in the means of the two groups, the greater the
value of t. If there is a large difference between the means, then it
is likely that the t test will confirm that there are statistically
significant differences between the two groups.
6 A more comprehensive discussion of
mathematical terms can be found in
129-141.
the t test in both common-sense and
W. J. Popham, Educational Statistics ,
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There are two major assumptions which underlie the use of the t test.
The first assumption is that the subjects in each sample are drawn from
a normal distribution of the population. The second is that the sample
of subjects in the study is a random one, or, at least, is not a biased
selection.
Number of Pooled Variance t Tests Run . The t test was used to ana-
lyze the difference in means of the EDC and Bushell teachers on each
item. The three possible responses were each assigned a value, so that
the response "very important" was given the value of 1
,
"relatively im-
portant" was given the value of 2, and "not very important" was given
the value of 3. A mean was computed for the responses of the four teach-
ers. Using the same example as before, item b was tabled in this manner:
Table 3.2
Mean
Item b:
Parent
Participation
A test was then performed using these two means. A t value of 1.4142
was generated. From the probability table for the distribution of t, it
was determined that 1.4142 was not significant at the .05 level of signi-
ficance. This finding was interpreted to mean that, on item b, there was
no significant difference in the way the teachers from the two groups
responded. An .05 level of significance for t was selected because of
its general acceptance in the educational community as a sufficient level
of statistical significance.
EDC
1
-
1.750
Bushell 1.250
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ers'
Similar t tests were performed on the means
responses for items c, d, f, g, h, i, j, k,
of EDC and Bushell teach-
1, m, n, o, p, q, s, t.
u, and V. Since the means of the responses of the two groups were the
same for items a, e. r, w, and x, no t tests were performed on those items
XAfter the first set of t values had been generated, the computer cal-
culated the means of the summed scores for the EDC and Bushell teachers.
A t test was performed on these means.
The final two tests were comparisons between the researcher's expec-
tations of how teachers would respond and how they actually did. The
researcher predicted that all EDC teachers would regard as "very impor-
tant seven items from Question #20. A similar prediction was made for
Bushell teachers. The means of the actual responses of the teachers were
then compared to the means of the researcher's predicted responses.
Summary,. In summary, the data from Question #20 of the interview
were given statistical treatment. A t test was employed to determine
whether the means of the responses of the EDC and Bushell teachers were
significantly different at the .05 level. A comparison was made between
selected researcher's predictions and actual responses of the EDC and
Bushell teachers.
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Limitations of the Study
. Limitations of the study Included the
small sample size, the use of only one classroom observer, the failure to
get the program sponsors' comments on the derived lists of motivational
principles, the lack of statistical analyses, and the narrow focus on the
teachers motivational strategies.
Working with a small sample of six teachers in the actual study made
it impossible to generalize these findings to other EDC and Bushell pro-
jects. Five of the teachers in the study, however, were kindergarten
teachers in their respective projects, so the sample did include all the
kindergarten teachers in the two projects. The interesting differences
in perceptions of children between older and younger teachers could have
been analyzed more carefully with larger numbers of teachers.
The classroom observation data was collected by only one observer.
Not to have a check on the reliability of this one observer’s data limits
the confidence which can be placed in his findings. A related issue is
the fact that the observer spent a part of only three and, in some cases,
two days in each teacher’s classroom. This short time—period is a very
small sample of classroom life.
Failure to send the derived list of motivational principles to David
Armington of EDC and Don Bushell, Jr., of the University of Kansas re-
sulted in, again, a loss of an objective analysis of the "representative"
principles. Roland Barth, in his dissertation "Open Education," pro-
vided a good example of the value of this type of searching for the ex-
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t . . 7parts opinions. Neither Armington nor Bushell ever defined motivation
in their program descriptions. If they had been asked to respond directly
to a definition derived from their papers, then a reader could have great”
er confidence in the derived definitions. A direct response on motiva-
tion was obtained from a quote of an interview with Armington reported by
Macfcoby and Zellner (1970). A final consideration is that the original
proposals were written in 1969. In spite of efforts to review their
latest publications, direct communication with both Armington and Bushell
would have also given any indications of changes in opinion over the last
two years.
The fourth limitation is that there was only one statistical analysis
made of the data. Although a variable such as "conceptions of motivation"
necessitated employing open-ended interview questions, more forced-choice
items on definitions of motivation would have provided quantitative com-
parative data. Statistical analysis, in addition to in-depth narrative
analysis, would have heightened the precision of the comparisons.
The final limitation was the narrow focus on only the classroom mo-
tivational strategy. The project’s motivational strategy is more inclu-
sive. Concentration on how just the teacher implies motivational prin-
ciples caused the study to neglect the important role of the project di-
rector, the parents’ organizations, and the community organizations in
providing activities and role models which increase and sustain students’
motivation.
7 Roland Barth, "Open Education."
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CHAPTER 4
CONCEPTIONS OF MOTIVATION: ANALYSIS OF DATA
One indicator of the success of the EDC and Bushell teacher-train-
ing programs xs the theoretical sophistication of the teachers. The
basic purpose of any in-service teacher education program is to change
the conceptions and the behaviors of the teachers in such a way that the
program sponsor’s model is made operational in the classroom.
In this chapter, the investigation is focussed on the consistency
of the authors’ and the teachers’ conceptions of motivation. For the
purposes of this analysis, the major variable - conceptions of motiva-
tion -= will be broken down into two components; "definitions of motiva-
tion"; and, "sources of the concept of motivation." The congruence of
the teachers behaviors and motivational principles derived from the
models will be analyzed in the next chapter.
Definitions of Motivation
The following are two definitions of motivation which have been
derived from the program descriptions and other communications of David
Armington, former Director of EDC Follow-Through, and Don Bushell, Jr.,
Director of the University of Kansas Behavior Analysis.
Armington: Motivation is inferred from the child’s behavior.
The child is said to possess motivation when he
is actively exploring objects and their behavior.
Motivation is the result of enabling the child to
do what he wants to do, by drawing on the child’s
natural energy and curiosity.
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Bushell: Motivation is learned behavior. Setting goals for
students, and rewarding them for behavior approxi-
mating these goals is integral. An operational
definition of motivation is having students work-
ing, having them read quietly, having them ques-
tion the teacher. "Motivation is the result of
carefully executed procedures which provide the
incentives needed to guarantee that a child will
begin and carry through on learning tasks."!
Interestingly, both authors put quotes around the word "motivation" when
they use it, indicating some discomfort with the term, or reflecting
their feeling that the term lacks specificity. Armington does not use
the word motivation once in his program description. He does make a
direct statement about motivation in an interview with Maccoby and Zell-
2
ner. Bushell’ s definition is more specific. The phrase "the child will
begin and carry through on learning tasks" seems to define "motivated"
behaviors, while the "carefully executed procedures" are the reinforce-
ments necessary to develop these behaviors.
Background information on the EDC teachers will first be presented.
Then, the teachers’ responses to the question "What is motivation?" will
be directly quoted. In the following sections the response of each EDC
and Bushell teacher to this question and other responses which have added
information to their definitions will be analyzed individually. In the
course of the individual analysis, EDC teachers’ definitions will be com-
pared to each other. This same within-program comparison will be done
with the Bushell teachers' definitions. And finally, the EDC and Bushell
teachers taken together will be analyzed and compared.
1 Don Bushell, Jr., "The Behavior Analysis Class," 5.
2 David Armington, quoted in Maccoby and Zellner, Experiments in Pri-
mary Education
,
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Background on EDC Tparh^-r^
E2 (EDC)
Background Information: 54 years old, female, attendedUniversity of Pennsylvania (no degree)
, 29 years ofteaching experience, three years in Follow-Through
married, no children. ^
E3 (EDC)
Background Information: 23 years old, female. University
of Vermont, B.S. one year of teaching experience, oneyear as teacher s aide (both years in Follow-Through)
married, no children. *
Ej (EDC)
Background Information: 23 years old, female. University
o Vermont, B.S., one year of teaching experience (Follow-ihrough), married, no children.
Question: What is motivation?
E£ (EDC).
...giving the child a desire to work with
certain media.
. .mostly a desire to do some
of these things.
E3 (EDC): ...I think it is interest, and liking, andjust being happy in what they’re doing.
Ej (EDC):
...to me in this room, motivation is getting
the kids to work either alone or with some-
body in a constructive way, and at this age
it s pretty general on how they might be
motivated ... as long as they're doing some-
thing constructive, a lot of things are
happening.
.
.
The responses of the EDC teachers were generally consistent with
Armington's position, although Armington's written statement was more
elaborate. Both E
2
and E^ stressed the importance of the materials
available in the classroom. Armington repeatedly stressed the Impor-
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tance of the "rich" and "suitable" provisioning of the environment by
the teacher. The emphasis on "desire" in E^’s response and the use of
"interest" and "liking" in E^'s response were similar conceptions of
inner desires" within the child. A word count of Armington’s "Plan for
Continuing Growth" revealed that he used the word "needs" 25 times and
the word "interests" ten times. "Needs" and "interests" were, then,
the most frequently used phrases to describe motivation in Armington's
proposal. The emphasis on learning by doing expressed in the E2 and E^
responses was also consistent with the "active exploration" aspect of
Armington's definition. E2, in reply to another question, stressed the
importance of "contact with other children" in motivation. She also
mentioned that a process of gradually introducing new things into the
curriculum kept the interest levels of the children high. The kind of
meaning which E^ was giving to "materials" was not the expected one,
because there didn't seem to be the same amount of raw materials - sand,
water, plants and animals - that there were in other EDC classrooms.
She was referring to more "packaged" materials such as "Lego" and puzzles
and trucks
.
Additional data, in the form of responses to other interview ques-
tions, were available on the definitions of E^^ (EDC). The first element
was her stress on the personal rapport between student and teacher.
...if we know who they are and what will motivate
them... I'd want to know a lot about the child's
background, what their interests are.
Her approach to motivation makes it imperative that she know the home
situation of the student, as well as knowing him or her personally.
In terms of Armington's statements about the need to humanize schools.
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E^'s statements reflected the EDO position clearly. As noted above. E,'s
definition also Incorporated the Importance of having stimulating mate-
rials in the room.
The third EDC teacher, E3 , stressed the factor of autonomy in moti-
vation.
I try to ask them questions, have them ask
questions of themselves, and try to get them
talking and asking questions...! think that’s
the most important thing - if it's their
question...
One of Armington's "curriculum questions" from the "Plan" was "Do they
challenge ideas for the purpose of reaching deeper understanding?"^
E
3
was aware of the fact that she wanted the children to take on the role
of the active questioner. The verbal emphasis which she put on the word
conveyed her feeling that it was important for the child to "own"
his own questions.
The teachers' verbal definitions of motivation were congruent with
Armington's definition. The teachers defined motivation in a simple way,
stressing the importance of desire to learn on the part of the child, the
facilitative role of the teacher, and the necessity of having interesting
materials in the classroom. The idea that the teacher must capitalize
on the child s natural energy was not emphasized by the teachers as much
as Armington emphasized it. The words "interest" and "desire" were the
two most common synonyms for motivation.
3 David Armington, "A Plan for Continuing Growth," C-4.
Background on Bushell Tearhprs
B2^ (Bushell)
Background Information:
State Teacher's College,
experience, two years in
children.
57 years old, female, Worcester
B.S., eight years of teaching
Follow-Through, widowed, two
^
B^ (Bushell)
Background Information: 23 years old, male. North Adams
Teacher's College, B.S., 1/2 year teaching experience(Follow-Through), married, no children.
B
2
(Bushell)
Background Information: 23 years old, female. North Adams
State Teacher's College, B.S., one year of teaching expe-
rience (Follow-Through), married, no children.
Question: What is motivation?
Bj^ (Bushell) It's just creating a desire within the child
to learn, making it seem to be something that's
really special. . .desire to learn that different
thing.
B3 (Bushell) Just the desire to do something whether it's
something personal or outside motivation. .
.
the teacher's attention is one of the most
important things that a child needs and wants
in kindergarten and this is external (motivation)
...internal motivation would be what the child
feels like doing at that time.
B 2 (Bushell) It's wanting to do something...
The definition given by B^^ had strong hints of teacher-directed
motivation. She stated that motivation was a process of the teacher
creating the desire within the child. Her underlying assumption was
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that this desire must be created; it is not there initially. Her defi-
nition was consistent with Bushell's, in that both were stressing that
procedures create motivation, rather than positing any kind of "natural
energy" or "exploratory drive". expanded this definition in another
response by stressing the parents' attitude toward learning.
...one of the biggest influences on children's
motivation is the attitude of the parents at
home.
. .whether or not the parents.
. .are really
interested in how successful the children are...
Bushell has done an excellent job of training parents to be full-
fledged, paid aides in his Follow-Through classrooms, but he has not had
a home education component as some other models do.^
put a great deal of emphasis on the personal qualities of the
teacher. She regarded the teacher's role as very crucial in motivating
students. For example, she reported that
(If I were trying to increase a student's
motivation) ... I'd look inward to myself
because surely somewhere along the line I'm
failing and there must be something 1 could
do that would increase this child's interest...
(Underlining mine)
On the one hand, B^'s putting the locus of responsibility on herself in
searching for causes of the problem was a refreshing viewpoint. Many
teachers get Into the habit of blaming the students in the class for all
failures. On the other hand, her responses revealed a consistently ego-
centric viewpoint - that it was by her enthusiasm, her method of presen-
4 See Ira Gordon, "The Florida Parent Education Approach," in Follow-
Through Program Approaches
.
El - E8.
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tation, and reputation as a teacher which was most important in moti-
vation. While the responses of the teacher to student behavior are one
of the possible reinforcers which Bushell analyzes and modifies, it is
certainly not the only one. Bushell does stress the necessity of discri-
minate teacher attention, but he also stresses the nature of the "back-
up" activities, the type of curriculum material available, and the appro-
priateness of disciplinary techniques.
B
2
*s definition of motivation as "wanting to do something" was con-
siderably expanded in other parts of the interview. She seemed to be
making a distinction between the role of the token system and the role
of the teacher s attitude in motivation. She was more consistent than
Bi in articulating and supporting the rationale for the use of the token
system. For example,
...the kind of back-ups that you provide, whether
...if a child likes what's up there... if he knows
he can buy his favorite toy, then he's going to
work. .
.
The consistency of this statement with Bushell 's position was very ob-
vious. An interesting note here is that B2 uses the term "work" as syn-
onymous with "motivation". As we have seen in an earlier chapter, "work-
ing" behavior could be construed as the operational definition of moti-
vation in Bushell 's programs.
On the other hand, B^ also placed value on the teacher's personal
style. She mentioned the effect of the teacher's showing interest in
the child's work and the effect of the happiness of the teacher. The
role that the teacher played in introducing new words, for example, was
expressed in traditional terms. She saw the teacher's responsibility as
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supplying the motivation in that situation by means of her enthusiasm.
Motivation in that sense was aroused by the teacher's personality rather
than by the desire to acquire tokens.
also expressed two perspectives on motivation. He often referred
in^the interviews to "personal" motivation and personal satisfaction..
One could extract a definition of motivation from this response of his:
... engaging in an activity.
. .which.
. .gives
you some sort of personal satisfaction....
recognized that this definition of motivation could come into conflict
'^ith the Bushell definition, which is defined extrinsically.
...if (the child) feels like reading, this is
something he wants to do... a lot of times we have
conflicts, a child's inner motivation conflicts
with the tokens and the verbal praise from the
teacher ... it ' s time to go join the group to do
instructional reading... he knows inside that he
wants to play with the blocks... but he also knows
he s not going to get any tokens, or verbal praise,
or attention from the teacher until he goes over
and joins the group....
B3's two definitions were representative of the interviews with Bushell
teachers. The program in which they are working takes a strong position
on motivational theory. The teachers have been trained to use a care-
fully-specified series of procedures which provide incentives for "work-
ing in their books" behavior. But in their articulation of conceptions
of motivation, the teachers use both reinforcement theory and the "teach-
er as star performer" concept to account for "motivated" student behavior.
Sources of the Concept of Motivation
The second aspect of understanding the nature of the teacher's con-
ception of motivation was to determine the sources of the conception.
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First, a direct question was employed in the interview, namely, what
are the major influences in your thinking about motivation. Then the
teacher was asked how similar to the program sponsor’s position on moti-
vation his position was. This question was intended to elicit infor-
mation not only on the sources of the teacher's conception of motivation,
but also to seek directly from the teacher his perception of the simi-
larity of his concept to the program
.
^DC Teachers
.
gave EDC credit for making her think the most
about motivation. She specifically referred to their use of the term
"extensions" by which the advisors mean taking an activity which the
child has spontaneously chosen. and "extending" its substantive useful-
ness by raising questions about aspects of it. For example, Chittenden
cited the example of a child's interest in baseball. The EDC teacher
would ideally extend that interest in the direction of the "biographies
of players, the history of the sport, or the geometry of the field.
E
2
favorably compared the thinking which EDC had stimulated her to do
with "classes" and "talking with people".
EDC has probably gotten me to think the most about
it, and about what I was doing, and why, than a lot
of the other people and classes I've come in contact
with
.
E^ expressed agreement with the EDC position of working with each child
individually, but had found it a practical impossibility. Her confusion
about how to operationalize this principle had led her to doubt her own
ability.
5 Edward Chittenden, "Analysis of an Approach to Open Education," 16.
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I do want to work with each child individually
but I haven’t had enough time to do so... It mightbe just me as a person...
E3 stated clearly that teaching experience was the major source of
her concept of motivation. Observing children was also mentioned as im-
portant. She placed a higher value on the knowledge she had gained from
experience and observation than that she had gained from books and courses.
Her agreement with EDO's ideas about motivation was complete. She sum-
^^i^ized their jointly-held position as
exposing children to specific things that 1 want
them to learn... not learn, but be exposed to.
In this quote, she withdrew the more definitive term "learn" in favor of
the more passive term "exposed to". E^, as well as E^
,
was frank in ad-
mitting that she was unsure of her role in the classroom. Rather than
to affirm that there were specific points or skills that she wanted the
children to learn, she backed off to the more comfortable retreat of re-
quiring herself only to "expose" the children to these things.
E2 cited many sources of her concept, including courses, observations,
talking with people, and reading. She seemed to understand the question
in practical rather than conceptual terms, because she constantly referred
to these sources as providers of new ways to approach old problems. She
^id not mention EDC as a source, until she was asked if her ideas were
the same as EDC’s. The points of similarity between her ideas and EDC's
which she expressed were these:
1) on making "extensions".
2) on experiencing something before learning about it
more formally.
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3 ") On the varied use of materials.
E2 was also very critical of EDC. She didn’t think that there was any
set of ideas which could be labelled "EDC,- because each advisor seemed
to think differently. Of course, from the EDC staff’s point of view, the
greater the diversity of ideas and classrooms, the better it is, because
all individuals think and act differently. From the perspective of a
classroom teacher, especially one who might be concerned how her class-
room methods "fit" into the mold, this diversity of viewpoints was
threatening. A second disagreement she had with EDC was over the lesson
on weighing things. E2 had found that the kindergarteners lost interest
when she tried to have them put the results of weighing things on a
chart.
BusheJJ. Teachers
. 62*3 response to the question of the sources of
her concept of motivation was one of confusion. The question was re-
phrased to read "Have you had any training which gave you ideas about
motivation?" She then hesitatingly replied that her Follow-Trhough
training and her teachers’ college education had influenced her, but
she did not know how it had specifically. She aligned her concept of
motivation with Bushell’s, although she reported that her first impres-
sion of the token system was that it was "bribery." She learned that
the token was a reward which the child earned. She said that the "learn-
ing" behavior of many children in her class was now sustained without
the incentive of the tokens. She again repeated a persistent pattern
of behavior for Bushell teachers - invoking a "romantic" definition of
motivation as the "real" reason for children’s behavior.
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a lot of them do have that something inside ofthem - a yearning to learn - it's something that
^kes them want to learn... you don't have to prodthem or bribe them to motivate them.
B3 , by contrast, had no trouble answering this question. His ex-
perience as a swimlng Instructor was the most influential factor In his
pre^sent concept of motivation. His training in the classroom had been
conducted primarily by his assistant teacher since he was brought Into
the program in February of 1971. He asserted that his concept of moti-
vation and Bushell's were the same, although they used different words
to describe them.
...how 1 describe motivation and how Bushell des-
cribes motivation, well, the words are different
but they both mean the same thing. Bushell talks
about motivating the child with back-ups and tokens
and the verbal praise and teacher attention. I hadjust never thought of motivation in (those) terms...
(I thought of motivation as) wanting to do things,just different activities I want to do.
What B^ did not realize was that his concept and his words were different
from Bushell's. This was the same pattern we found in B
2
-
a teacher
who had learned the procedures of token reinforcement, who could at times
articulate the theory behind token reinforcement, but who could also in
the next sentence change from an "external reinforcement" to an "interests
definition of motivation without realizing it.
^1 answer the question about sources of her concept. In-
stead, she seemed anxious to contrast the Bushell program with the foreign
language education program she taught in previously. Her prime requisite
for having children motivated in that program was teacher enthusiasm,
whereas in the Bushell program, she was disappointed that the process
of granting tokens and praise was the essential method of
She contrasted this point of view -
motivation.
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I think that a teacher has to be all fired andinterested in what she's doing and if she isn'tforget xt - the kids aren't either. You really’have to have enthusiasm.
.
.
“ with this one:
It s a different set-up in our program now. As
I said
. .
.
,
the motivation for the children isjust "how many tokens can I earn?"
The mixture of admiration and contempt which felt for the Bushell
system was revealed in her next response. This quote also reaffirmed
preference for her experience as the source of her concept of moti-
vation. The question asked how her concept differed from Bushell' s.
I feel (the tokens are) something the kids have
earned.
. .As a matter of fact, (I showed my daugh-
^
ter how to use this system with her children.)
She's using it right now. It's fascinating to me
that it can be used that way. So, I sort of changed
my mind about it, but I have asked for a transfer
because I think I'd like to get away from it for
a while... The major difference is that I would
just rather praise children and feel that they
don't have to get something for the praise. I
think oftentimes that praise in itself is enough
for the young.
That her training in the use of token reinforcement procedures has caused
her considerable cognitive dissonance is evident from these statements.
The analysis of the individual teachers' conceptions of motivation
is now complete. Before proceeding to compare the conceptions of the
EDC and Bushell teachers, it is necessary to analyze the within-program
similarities and differences in conception. If the within-program vari-
ation is wide, then it can be concluded that the models do not signifi-
cantly affect the teacher's thinking. If the models do not affect the
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teacher's thinking, then differences between teachers' conceptions of
motivation would have to be explained on a basis other than that they
have been trained by EDC or Bushell.
EDC Teachers; Summary of Conclusinnc;.
It can be concluded that the number and degree of similarities in
conception within the EDC program is greater than the number and degree
of differences. These similarities can be summarized as follows:
1) All said that their conceptions of motivation were the
same as EDO's.
2) Two stressed the concept of "extensions of learning."
3) Two stressed the central role played by the materials
available.
4) Two stressed the importance of teacher's personal
knowledge of the child and his home.
All used inner ' constructs to describe motivation.
The differences can be summarized as follows:
1) Teachers differed on the role of the teacher as initiator
in instructional activities in room.
2) Teachers differed in their willingness to accept the
implicit assumption that EDC had a body of ideas about
motivation.
Bushell Teachers : Summary of Conclusions .
Likewise, the similarities in conceptions of motivation among
Bushell teachers were found to be greater in number and degree than the
differences. The similarities can be summarized as follows:
1) All stressed the fact that the tokens are not bribes,
but are earned rewards.
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2) Two expressed their agreement with the Bushell conception
of motivation, while a third agreed with qualifications.
3) Two made frequent mention of the variables of "teacher
attention,' "verbal praise," "token reinforcement," and
programmed materials."
4) All shifted back and forth from a reinforcement theory
of motivation to an "interests" theory of motivation
to answer the questions in the inverview.
V
The differences in conceptions of motivation can be summarized as
follows
:
1) Teachers differed in their definitions of motivation.
Two emphasized "inner" determinants - desire, wanting
to do something — while the third explained motivation
as a function of teacher attention.
2) The sources of the conceptions of motivation were dif-
ferent. One cited his experience as a swimming intruc-
tor. Another referred back to her experience as a fo-
reign language instructor. Only one mentioned her
training for Follow-Through as being a source of con-
cepts of motivation.
Up to this point, the analysis has been focused on the original research
problem: Do the teachers working in the EDO and Bushell Follow-Through
programs conceptualize motivation in a manner consistent with "ideal"
conceptualizations derived from the EDC and Bushell models respectively?
The findings demonstrate that the teachers* conceptualizations of the
model are generally consistent with the program sponsors*.
How does the degree of congruence compare? Are the EDC or the
Bushell teachers* conceptualizations closer to their sponsors* models?
The results of a comparative analysis of answers to these questions may
be summarized as follows:
1) There was more congruence between the expressed concepts
of motivation of the EDC teachers and those of the Arming-
ton's "Plan for Continuing Growth" than there was between
the expressed concepts of motivation of the Bushell teach-
ers and the "Behavior Analysis" approach.
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coStwctf ^"'’^°5-ed highly abstract
as "des^^^' ! a
motivation. These constructs, such
ET,pi . .
^ interests
,
were more characteristic ofEDC s position on motivation.
3 ) One of the EDC teachers gave credit to EDC as the sourceof her Ideas about motivation, and one of the Bushellteachers credited Bushell as the source of her ideas
4 ) Generally the same concept of motivation - the discovery
interests - was expressed
aL an both an "interests" concept
The supporting evidence for these conclusions will be presented
narrative form.
in
inclusions //I and // 2 . The responses to the question "What is moti
vation?" revealed a surprising homogeneity in teachers’ concepts of moti
vation. Bj_ (Bushell) defined motivation as the "desire within the child
to learn." B2 (Bushell) defined it as "wanting to do something." B3
(Bushell) responded with "desire to do something." E-j^ (EDC) defined
motivation as "work(ing) either alone or with somebody in a constructive
way. E2 (EDC) responded with "a desire to work with certain media."
E3 (EDC) defined it simply as "interest and.
. .liking.
. .and just being
happy in what they are doing." The concept of motivation as "interest"
and "desire" was the common response. Armington loosely defined moti-
vation as interest" or "felt need" or "natural energy" in written docu-
ments and interviews. The teachers' definitions stressed this concep-
tion of motivation as an inner impulse. Bushell, on the other hand,
never defined motivation as an internal construct. He simply gave oper-
ational definitions of motivation such as a child "will begin and carry
through on learning tasks." Bushell also stressed that motivation is
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the result of "carefully executed procedures." Only one of the Bushell
teachers mentioned the procedure of reinforcement In her definition. It
could be argued that the question "What Is motivation" did not call forth
"Bushellian" responses from the teachers, and that use of a different
word, such as "What Is reinforcement" would have elicited responses more
characteristic of Bushell. However, a new operational definition of
motivation has been proposed by Bushell, a definition which Is based on
observable "study" behaviors. He does not employ the unobservable be-
havior desire." What the Bushell teachers' responses indicate Is that
this process of re-deflning motivation has not been Internalized, at
least, not in the verbal behavior of the teachers.
Conclusion //3 . The only Bushell teacher to give credit to her train-
ing as the source of her concept of motivation was B2.
Question: Your ideas about motivation have probably
come from many sources. What are the
major influences on your thinking about
motivation?
* (long pause) Well, I guess just the
whole Follow-Through philosophy ... If
something is desirable, that is moti-
vation - I don’t know of one exact
source.
Question; I mean any training...
^2 • Well. . .my Follow-Through training or
things I picked up in college, but I
can’t pin them down.
The two other Bushell teachers cited experience as the major influence on
their thinking about motivation. One of the Bushell teachers, B^, spoke
almost contemptuously of the Bushell program.
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Similarly, only of the EDC teachers specifically referred to
EDC as the source of her concepts.
^1 • About how to motivate and all that,
I think probably where I’ve really’
come down and had to work on it would
through EDC and their extensions.
The other two EDC teachers referred to experience primarily, and second
arlly to books, sources, their own reflection on their experience, and
observing children.
Conclusion #4 . Earlier in this chapter, abbreviated definitions of
motivation given by the teachers were quoted. The homogeneity of the
teachers’ definitions was interpreted as an indication of the lagging
behind of the intellectual as contrasted with the operational knowledge
of the Bushell teachers. Data gleaned from definitions of motivation
which appeared in response to other questions, reveal that the Bushell
teachers were shifting back and forth between two concepts of moti-
vation in describing student behavior. B3 (Bushell) gave the best ex-
ample of this conceptual shifting;
• [Personal motivation] is something that you
want to do yourself. Something you feel you
have to do, maybe. .. Outside motivation...
the token system would be an example, tokens
are motivation in this sense along with the
verbal praise that goes with them and I guess
the more tokens you want, the more motivated
you become.
B3 expressed the contrasting explanations of "motivated behavior" in
one other question as well. What these responses revealed was a lack
of integration of the two explanations. What Bushell has postulated
is that operationally defined "motivated" behavior - "working in the
books" - is not the result of desire, but the result of the procedures
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which the teacher executes. The EDC teachers, on the other hand, ex-
pressed the belief that "motivated" behavior was the result of Interests
which the child has. This same general understanding of motivation was
expressed by all three EDC teachers. Only once did an EDC teacher (E3)
say chat she had considered using "behavlorlst techniques" in her class-
room. One wonders whether the reaction of the EDC advisors would have
been shock or acceptance.
In the next chapter, the observational as well as interview data
will be used to compare the performance of the teachers to the motiva-
tional principles of the model.
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CHAPTER 5
MOTIVATIONAL TECHNIQUES: ANALYSIS OF DATA
Webster defines "technology" as "any practical art utilizing scien-
bific knowledge. applied science as opposed to pure science." Webster
defines technique" as "expert method in execution of the technical de-
tails of accomplishing something, especially in the creative arts." This
part of the analysis deals with the motivational techniques which are em-
ployed by the "artists" in the field of education. While the definition
of technique" is adequate for this study, one University professor was
careful to point out that the behavior modification programs are based
on operant conditioning "technology."
Don Bushell and Thomas Brigham have recently written a paper en-
titled Classroom Token Systems as Technology." They make the case that
the use of classroom token systems is the most visible aspect of a new
technology of teaching. This new technology is charecterized by three
levels or stages:
(1) the foundation principles, or basic science
(2) the development of procedures, or demonstration
(3) the techniques of field application.^
Classroom token systems have proceeded through stages (1) and (2) of
this model, and are now in stage (3).
The "open classroom" model has not proceeded from the laboratory to
1 Don Bushell, Jr. and Thomas A. Brigham, "Classroom Token Systems as
Technology." 1.
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the classroom as Bushell's has. The British Infant Schools were heavily
Influenced by the work of Piaget. Piaget's "basic science" was trans-
ferred directly to the field. Field applications of "progressive" and
"Plagetlan" variety have sprung up so rapidly that Roland Barth, a pro-
ponent of open education, felt It necessary to devote his dissertation
to clarifying assumptions made by "open educators."
In education as in other domains, practice
frequently precedes theory. To the extent that
practice helps generate theory this is a healthy
and even desirable sequence. To the extent that
practice without an accompanying theory is random,
disordered, and misunderstood, practice may be-
come weak and even unproductive.^
Thus, the Bushell and the EDC "open education" programs are taking dif
ferent routes in developing an "applied science" of education.
The purpose of this analysis is to assess the congruence of the
teachers* motivation techniques with the motivational principles enun-
ciated by their program sponsors. A comparison of the "congruence of
teacher performance with principles of the model" of the EDC and Bushell
teachers can then be made. Accordingly, selected motivational principles
from each model will be presented. The observational and Interview data
on each teacher will then be assessed in the light of these principles.
A within-program summary of "congruence with the model" for all three
teachers combined will be made for each of these principles. Finally,
the comparative analysis of "congruence with the model" will be done.
2 Roland S. Barth, "Open Education," 1.
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Motivational Principles - EDC.
1) Teacher will encourage child to express himself verbally.
eacher will respond to significant instances of self-
expression by taking dictation from the student or en-
couraging child to draw a picture about what he is say-
ing.
2) Teacher will help child to find out what interests him and
provide the child the materials and the time to pursue his
interest.
3) Students will be intrinsically rewarded by the problem-
solving and creative work they are doing in the class-
room. Teacher will honestly praise good work and en-
courage the child to be self-directed, but he will not
make the child dependent upon his praise. Punishment
should not be necessary.
Motivational Principles - Bushell .
1) Teacher will establish a precise statement of instruc-
tional objectives.
2) Teacher will provide immediate feedback to students for
appropriate behavior. Programmed learning materials will
supply immediate feedback to students for right answers.
3) Tokens with verbal praise will be given to students for
appropriate behaviors. The ratio of reinforcements to
appropriate behaviors will gradually be reduced. Disci-
pline is never administered using "don’t". Children who
are sitting next to or near the offender and are behaving
appropriately are given tokens and verbal praise in heavy
doses. If the child still does not "shape up," then the
teacher warns him dispassionately by saying "the rule is..."
or he is put into a "time-out" chair where he cannot earn
tokens.
EDC Teachers: Principle //I - Asking for Verbal Descriptions .
was not observed taking down dictated stories or asking chil-
dren to draw pictures. She did ask the children many questions, as she
moved from activity to another. For example, one of the students asked
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her who I was. She told him to ask me directly.
asked the question "do you want to write a story about it?"
once. It was expected that would ask children to dictate stories
often. Her interaction with individual children was also characterized
by her asking them many other kinds of questions.
^2 not make any requests for stories to be dictated to her. In
a 40 minute period, she asked nine questions, either in interaction with
one or a small group of students.
E^, the EDO teacher observed in the preliminary study, asked indi-
vidual students on three separate occasions whether they wanted to dic-
tate about their experience or painting. She was refused all three times.
Therefore, two of the four teachers employed the specific technique
of asking children to dictate to them a description of some activity or
painting. The more general technique of encouraging self-expression
through asking questions was evident in all four classrooms.
T^-PPing Interests" Motivation
. E^ reported in the
interview that one boy had expressed interest in animals.
...not many have suggestions, but one boy said,
'Well, I'd like to do some work with animals' -
that was on Friday - so today I brought in, I
had a rhyme, a poem, and a finger-play thing
and some books with animals, and all the kids
loved it... of course, the boy that wanted the
animals was sick today. .
.
Her behavior in response to the child's interests was to provide him
with a variety of experience having to do with animals. One could ques-
tion whether words and finger-plays about animals was a "natural exten-
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Sion" of the child's Interests. Other classrooms contained gerblls and
guinea pigs, so direct experience with animals was an option which she
did not choose.
reported another example of exploiting "interests" motivation
in her interview.
’V
...at this point, in kindergarten, if you know
what their interests are you can get them to
do a lot of things if you provide something in
^heir interest area.
. .1 found out from two boys
right now automobile racing has just started
for the year. So, they’re really motivated by
that, and getting into writing stories about it
and this type of thing.
Observations in E^’s classroom, however, did not confirm her report.
Ej^ positioned herself in one corner of the classroom and was tutoring
one child at a time in reading. This scene repeated itself on the next
visit. The form of the tutoring was drilling students on recognizing
letters and sounding out words. The other students were engaged in some
constructive and some idle exploration of their "interests." The boys
at the water table, for example, were pouring water from one container
to another and squirting each other intermittently for about half an
hour. Other students had set up a "play" store, and seemed desperate
to get me to "buy" something from them. One boy had constructed a very
complex "building" out of blocks in the corner, working on his own.
seemed to be just letting things happen with 24 of the students, while
she retired to the comer to tutor one student.
E£ also expressed the "Interests" approach to motivation. When
asked what she would do to increase a student's motivation, she replied
that she would "like to know what were some of their interests."
8a
She also reported that one of the EDC booklets on making things with
boxes had really stimulated some of her students.
Ej had a fixed time schedule for the activities of the day. The
schedule was divided Into short periods and consisted of activities
which were teacher-prescribed - working on numbers, learning a story -
from 9:00 am to 11:00 am. From 11:00 am to 12 noon, an "activity" period
was to respond to students' questions and move around the room making
positive remarks about student work. The 12 noon to 1:00 pm period In-
cluded lunch and a "show and tell" time. E^, then, had a shorter Inter-
ests exploration period than the other teachers.
There was some evidence, then, that teachers were making efforts
to build curriculum on the basis of student interests. The method of
scheduling activities for the entire day's session had a definite effect
on whether or not the children were given the time they needed to "ex-
plore these interests deeply," as Armington would have it. aptly
expressed her frustration at trying to respond individually to 25 stu-
dents. One of the teachers ~ E3 - had arranged her schedule of activ-
ities so that the students could take the whole morning to work on their
projects, and E^ and her aide could be "responsive" to them. E^ had not
divided her time and attention efficiently enough to maintain good disci-
pline in the room and encourage individuals in original rather than
drill activities.
Principle //3: Reward and No Punishment . All three EDC teachers
emphasized throughout their interviews the importance of giving praise
to the students as much as possible. They also wanted to avoid the use
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of the word "punishment."
E3 rewarded students by means of a lot of physical contact
- giving
hugs, holding hands, touching them. E3 punished students by breaking up
fights, sending a boy out of the room, making verbal comments (you’re
taking a long time to get readyl). She described one policy of sending
children out of the room when they were disruptive. More teacher time
had to be devoted to punishments and "desists" than to rewards.
used the expressions good (5), very good (3), thank you (2),
yes (1), ok (1), beautiful (1), while doing individual tutoring. Non-
verbally, she smiled, nodded her head, sat close to the student, and
leaned her head toward the student. She also used expressions like
I like the way Cindy is being a good helper" and more general praise
in the form of there are some very, very good picker-uppers in this
class. punished by holding a whole-class conference on rules for
the water table. She also frequently asked discipline-type questions,
such as "how do we act at the water table?" and "is it pick up time now,
Robert?" From her position in one walled-off section of the room, E^
would anxiously look up from her tutoring whenever she heard a loud
noise coming from another area. These "nervous glances" occurred at the
rate of one per minute.
also used frequent verbal praise in the form of good (8 ), thank
you (2), and very good ( 6 ). She used more individual than group encour-
agement. By means of a class sharing time, she tried to give individuals
recognition for good work in front of the whole class. E
2
punished by
means of "verbal desists." By contrast with E^ and Ej^, her perception
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of "problem" behavior was sharper, and she acted on these problems before
they got too serious. She was insistent in making a statement about re-
ward and punishment for academic behaviors that she would always try to
be tactful in pointing out errors.
...let’s say they’re writing numbers and the four
is backwards. You say ’This 4 is backwards, you’ve
done it incorrectly; this is the way... now, can I
help you do it?’
One of the EDC teachers - E^- was able to use generous amounts of
honest praise in the classroom, whereas and were too preoccupied
with disciplining disruptive students to make giving praise their most
prominent pattern of behavior. Punishment was necessary in all three
classrooms. E
2
's methods were authoritarian but very effective. E^’s
and E^’s were more democratic, yet less effective. The observations
were not sensitive enough to judge the degree of "intrinsic reward"
which the children derived from their activities. I can only give the
reader a clinical judgement that a rank order of the classrooms in which
the amount of "intrinsic reward" the children experienced was greatest
would look like this:
1) Ej
2) E2
3 )
This topic needs not only conceptual development but also the develop-
ment of appropriate measurement techniques.
The EDC teachers, then, consistently express and try to act accord-
ing to the principle of ’.’interests" motivation. It was discovered that
the program is still a long way from realizing this principle on an
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individual basis. The EDC teachers were consistent in asking many ques-
tions of the students, but they had little success in encouraging students
to express their thoughts in written form. The important principle of
"intrinsic reward" was found difficult for teachers and the researcher
to assess. This dilemma demonstrates one of the great frustrations in
working in this type of program - the teachers become discouraged if the
Ideals are impossible to achieve, and if the goals are stated in such a
way as to make it impossible to know what progress has been made. The
achievement of "natural energy" levels in the classrooms which would
eliminate the need for "motivation" was not found in the observations.
In fact, in two of the classrooms, the disruptions commanded more teacher
attention than the constructive activity.
^shell Teachers. Principle //I: Establishing Terminal Objectives.
When asked in the interview whether he set goals for the students to
achieve, responded "No, I don't." He went on to emphasize that indi-
vidual differences in students' rates of progress made it impossible to
set goals. The more he talked about goals, the clearer it became that
he did have both minimal goals ("that the child is reading and doing at
least one question a week...") and attitudinal goals ("...The only goal
is just to keep the child enthused and interested..."). But he insisted
that we re not interested in how many pages or how many numbers or how
many examples a child does every day, every hour, or every week. Nothing
specific .
" (underlining mine)
In the observations, B^ monitored the progress of the students
through Sullivan's programmed reading by using tokens and verbal praise.
i
I
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Some children were aware of these distinctions, as evidenced by their
questions to each other about "what book are you on?"
Contrary to B
3 *s emphasis on individual differences and his aver-
sion for specific goals, the Bushell program does mean to set its objec-
tives specifically. Contrast B
3 's replies with this statement from
City Y project proposal:
Based on the close analysis of all Head Start and
Follow-Through classroom data for the past two years,
statements of year-end (terminal) objectives have
been prepared. These objectives are a set of rea-
sonable expectations for class progress which still
allow for the individual differences of each child.
^
After this statement, a list of the book and page numbers in programmed
texts in reading, math, and handwriting are published. The median child
in each grade is expected to reach this objective. While Bushell is
clearly allowing for individual differences, he definitely states the
objectives for each grade.
B2 also replied in the negative to the question of whether or not
she set goals.
Well, I wouldn't say they're set goals, like
I expect you to get 100..." but we expect a
lot of them.
Like B3 's resort to the cliches "enthused" and "interested," B2 took
refuge in the phrase "we expect a lot of them." She did not mention
terminal objectives or behavioral objectives at all.
3 City Y, Follow-Through Application for School Year 1971-72
,
"Behavior
Analysis Sets its Objectives."
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gave a very complicated reply to the questloa about goals. Her
response clearly reflected the conflict between her goals and Bushell's
goals. Like B3 and Bj. she gave a vague, initial response to the ques-
tion "Do you set goals for your students to achieve?"
I think I do, but I don't know that I can put itinto words. I think I’m just very anxious to seethat they do the very best that's within them todo and I don t push them too fast. Kansas really
wants us to push, push, push. 'See if you can’t
get them out of that book and into another one.
'
Bi was clearly a source of resistance to the fast-paced Bushell program
Kansas seemed to be "pushing" her to suspend the reading readiness exer^
cises she thought necessary and spend her time in programmed learning.
All three Bushell teachers, then, did not admit to employing "pre-
cise statements of terminal objectives." They used non-operational state'
ments, such as "enthused" or "they do the very best that's within them,"
to describe their goals. In the classroom, all of the teachers except
®1 faithfully adhered to the programmed materials. Although Bushell's
program description and the City Y Follow-Through project proposal state
that there are terminal objectives for each grade, none of the teachers
knew that, or they would not admit it.
Principle # 2: Immediate Feedback and "Stretching the Ratio .
"
B3 was providing immediate feedback on pupil "working in the programmed
texts behavior, by giving relatively frequent tokens with verbal praise.
His rate of token delivery was highest when he was trying to "shape" the
behavior of a deviant student. He would heavily reinforce the students
There
next to the offender who were displaying the appropriate behavior,
was no evidence that B3 was using the principle of
-stretching the ratio.
Kansas had requested that they mark every fourth question in the student'
book, and have the student raise his hand when he came to that mark.
B3vhad marked every other one for some students. This Kansas-prescribed
technique could be the first bit of evidence that "stretching the ratio"
was going to be performed under the direction of the Kansas staff.
B2 was also giving frequent reinforcements with tokens and verbal
praise. Of the three Bushell teachers, she gave the most praise with-
out tokens. Her rate of dispensing tokens was steadier and less spo-
radic than B3 or Bx« She gave out tokens at a rate of 1 per minute.
The only evidence of "stretching the ratio" was her description in the
interview of some children who would enter the classroom in the morning
and begin to work in their books without being given tokens. Since
this occurrence seemed to be a surprise to her, it can be concluded
that, in this case, she had not consciously planned to "stretch the
ratio."
B3 also delivered tokens with verbal praise frequently. There was
no evidence of "stretching the ratio" during the researcher’s observa-
tions. It is likely that a September observation and a June observation
would provide evidence of "stretching the ratio," but such evidence was
not available.
Thus, the principle of giving immediate feedback for "right" answers
and "right" behavior is very much in evidence in all three classrooms.
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Various components of the teacher-learning situation - the tokens, the
form of verbal praise from the teacher, the progranmied material - have
been chosen for the Bushell classroom because of their success in giving
reinforcement. The teachers do not all agree with the wisdom of giving
tokens and using almost exclusively programmed material, but they carry
out their jobs loyally if not always whole-heartedly.
One troublesome question that arises with respect to such a token
system is whether or not the children become dependent on teacher approv-
al. In one classroom, the teacher left the room in the middle of a token-
earning period. All but two of the seven students stopped working, and
either looked over to where the teacher had gone, or looked to me to ask
if I gave out tokens. In another classroom, when the teacher was dis-
pensing tokens to students on her left, the students on her right would
stop working and "fool around" with each other. The third teacher was
more successful in keeping the right-hand side working while she was
attending to the left-hand side. The degree of dependency on the teacher
which the token system creates is a crucial area for further research.
The application of the principle of "stretching the ratio" would appear
to be one solution, but little evidence of the use of this principle was
found in City Y.
Principle // 3 : Methods of Reward and Punishment . B3 excelled in the
area of using the disciplinary procedures of the Bushell program. When
two boys began to argue about something during their reading lesson, B3
calmly ignored their behavior and, with a medium-loud voice, praised the
As he was giving the tokens, he
students sitting next to the two boys,
said:
I like the way Kirk is working and not arguine
with his neighbor.
I like the way Nancy is concentrating on her work.
The boys stopped arguing and went back to work after B3 had repeated the
above process once more. Another example of B3 executing the proposed
disciplinary procedures was in his use of the "time-out" technique.
When his efforts to "shape" the behavior of one student using the pro-
cedure described above had failed, he asked the student to close his
book for a "book time-out" until he was ready to get back to work.
B2 was also consistent in disciplinary procedures. Of the three,
she had the least amount of disruptive student behavior. Praising stu-
dents’ behaviors with or without tokens was B2*s consistent pattern of
action. One incident of gum-chewing in the class she quickly handled
by asking the girl to throw the gum away. Other "ploys" for attention
by students, such as one boy getting up from his seat and walking away,
she ignored. B2 used the dispassionate "The rule is..." when she wanted
to inform the student of a rule.
Bj^ successfully executed the disciplinary procedures in most in-
stances. When one student fell on the floor and rolled around trying to
get Bi's attention, she ignored him. She used the "shaping" technique
for changing deviant behavior less often than B3 and B2. Her rate of
giving praise for "working" behavior was also high.
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Bi made more direct, negative comments to the students than did
the other teachers. When was sounding out a word with one student
and the others were "helping” him, said, "Let Richard do it. I’m
trying to get Richard straightened out." Instead of ignoring the inter-
ruptions and giving tokens and praise to someone who wasn’t interrupting,
Bi used the direct, negative comment. In another instance, she was not
able to be emotionless" when using the expression "The rule is..."
All three teachers, then, were successfully employing the disciplin-
ary procedures recommended by Bushell. The job of investigating whether
or not teachers are acting in accordance with motivational principles
prescribed by the author is much easier when the procedures are clearly
stated and uniformly used in the system. The exceptions which have been
noted to this general pattern of consistency were the negative comments
of Bi and the tendency of the students to "fool around" when the teacher
was not watching them or giving them tokens.
CONCLUSIONS
A table summarising the findings in this section would look like this
Table 5.1
I. EDC
-El All
A. Principle //I No Yes No No
B. Principle #2 Yes No Yes Yes
C. Principle //3 No No Yes No
II. Bushell 12_ Bl All
A. Principle #1 No No No No
B. Principle #2 Yes Yes Yes Yes
C. Principle //3 Yes Yes Yes Yes
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The table does not allow for qualified responses which were noted in the
narrative analysis. Whether a qualified "yes" became a "no" or a "yes"
depended upon the seriousness of the qualifications.
On the basis of the analysis of the data on motivational techniques,
the conclusion reached is that the Bushell teachers perform more closely
to the principles of Bushell’ s program than the EDC teachers perform in
comparison with the principles of Armington’s program. The Bushell teach-
ers applied the principle of reinforcement in two areas of academic and
social behavior which were analyzed. They failed to demonstrate that they
had established "precise statements of terminal objectives." The EDC
teachers succeeded in making a part of their curriculum responsive to the
interests of the children. They failed to demonstrate consistently the
encouragement of self-expression and the existence of a high motivational
level which would eliminate need for punishment.
It must be said that the Bushell program had a better chance of suc-
ceeding in this analysis than the EDC program. The researcher faced the
same problem that the EDC teachers have faced: exactly what are the moti-
vational principles espoused by EDC, and what are some methods by which
these principles can be made operational? The Bushell program is easier
for the teachers to understand and execute because the staff trainer does
a careful job of teacher education. There are more uniform procedures
in the Bushell system - time-out, the giving of tokens and verbal praise
- which the teachers learn in action. On the other hand, in the EDC
program, it is assumed that the teachers will find ways to put
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these principles into action. The evidence in this study reveals that
these teachers haven’t.
Another conclusion is that the verbal responses of both of EDC and
Bushell teachers to the interview questions in this study were very sim-
ilar. EDC’s ideas about motivation have been given lip-service by teach-
ers for so many years. These teachers are still giving the same lip-
service. It could be speculated that the EDC teachers are either making
minor compromises on traditional kindergarten education or going to an
open and j.nefficient extreme. The Bushell teachers are still using
old terminology, but are acting in ways which are significantly dif-
ferent from the traditional model. What has caused this change in be-
havior? One possibility is that the teachers’ behaviors have been modi-
fied through careful training by the Bushell Follow-Through staff.
One other conclusion can be drawn from the comparative analysis.
All of the teachers have a surprisingly low level of understanding of
the theories of learning on which their programs are based. It is under-
standable why Bushell would want to control the program of ’’stretching
the ratio” of appropriate responses to tokens by means of centralized
authority, since the teachers did not reveal any knowledge of this prin-
ciple.
The fact that EDC teachers feel overwhelmed by the responsibility
which they have been given is evidenced by what Ej_ voiced about goals.
I’m wishing that I had [set goals] in September -
found out where each child was in a lot of areas,
and then, really sat down with myself and decided
definite steps of where I was going to go and how
I was going to go.
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CHAPTER 6
analysis and interpretation of statistical tests
This chapter contains the results of the series of t tests perfor
med on the data from Question 1120 of the interview.
toalysls and Interpretation of t j^e result of performing
a t teat on the sum of the means for 21 items of Question #20 is shown
in Table 6.1.
TABLE 6.1
A comparison of the Sum of the Means
of Responses of EDO and Bushell Teachers on Question //20
GROUP NUMBER
SUM OF
MEAN SCORES t
EDC 37.50
Bushell 4 30.00
13.13*
*Significant beyond .05 level.
Therefore, it is possible to reject the null hypothesis that there are no
differences between the two groups. Question //20, when viewed from an
overall perspective, confirmed that EDC and Bushell teachers employ dif-
ferent motivational strategies in their classrooms. The nature of these
in strategy will be examined carefully later by analyzing indi-
vidual items from Question //20.
The Bushell teachers complied a total mean score of 30.0. This means
that, overall, the Bushell teachers regarded more of the items as "very im-
portant" than did the EDC teachers. This finding confirmed the conclusion
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that the Bushell teachers tended to employ two theories to account for motl-
vatlon - one theory very similar to EDC's and the other close to Bushell's.
If the Bushell teachers were employing these two theories in answering
Question 1120
,
then the sum of their scores would tend to be closer to a
mean of 21. By comparison with the EDC teachers' sum of 37.5, the Bushell
teachers were considerably closer to answering all Items as "very Impor-
tant'* than were the EDC teachers.
A second interesting aspect of these sums is the high score of the
EDC teachers. This score means that the EDC teachers rated more items as
"relatively important" and "not very important" than did the Bushell teach-
ers. This finding could be interpreted two ways. The first way is to say
that the EDC teachers discriminated more carefully than did the Bushell
teachers between "EDC-type" and "Bushell-type" aspects of motivational strat
egy. This interpretation will be examined carefully when the data are ana-
lyzed for the "match" between researcher's predictions and actual responses
later in this chapter. A second interpretation is that the EDC teachers
are more individualistic in their teaching styles than are the Bushell teach
ers. An analysis of EDC teachers' responses reveals that their range of
responses was much greater than the Bushell teachers' range. Since EDC en-
courages individuality among teachers and among students, and does not pres-
cribe a uniform set of procedures for its teachers to follow, this inter-
pretation is consistent with what is known about the EDC program.
When each of the 21 items was tested individually, only three yield-
ed a statistically significant t. Table 6.2 gives the results of the 21
t tests.
TABLE 6.2 97
A Comparison of Mean Scores on Question //20
for EDC and Bushell Teachers
Question 20
Item Group Number Mean Score t
b EDC 4 1.750
X Bushell 4 1.250
1.4142^
N
EDC 4 1.500
c b
Bushell 4 1.250
.6547°
EDC 4 1.750
d
Bushell 4 1.000
1.5667^
EDC 4 1.000
6
Bushell 4 1.000
.0000
EDC 4 1.500
f
Bushell 4 1.250
.6547^
EDC 4 2.500
g
Bushell 4 1.250
3.2723^
EDC 4 1.500
h
Bushell 4 1.250
.6547^^
EDC 4 2.750
i
Bushell 4 2,500
.4472°
EDC 4 2.500
j
Bushell 4 2.250
.4472^
TABLE 6.2
(Cont'd.
)
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k
EDC 4 1.250
Bushell 4 1.750
-0.9258^
1
EDC 4 1.500
’V Bushell 4 1.750
-0.6547^
m
EDC 4 2.250
Bushell 4 1.000
5.0000^
n
EDC 4 2.250
« b
Bushell 4 2.250
0.0000
EDC 4 2.000
o
Bushell 4 2.500
-1.0000^
EDC 4 1.500
P
Bushell 4 1.250
.6547^
EDC 4 2.000
q
Bushell 4 1.750
.3974
EDC 4 1.500
s
Bushell 4 1.500
0.0000
EDC 4 1.500
t
Bushell 4 1.500
0.0000
EDC 4 2.500
u
Bushell 4 1.000
5.1962^
TABLE 6.2
(Cont 'd.
)
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EDO
Bushell
1.500
1.000
1.000
w
EDC
Bushell
1.000
1.000
0.000
^Significant beyond the .05 level,
b
Not significant beyond the .05 level.
The three items which did yield significant t values were items g,
m, and u. These items will be analyzed individually, followed by an
explanation of why the other items did not result in significant t
values .
The EDC teachers and the Bushell teachers differed significantly
in the importance they attributed to the "systematic use of rewards."
(Item g.) The Bushell program is based on the systematic application
of reinforcement principles in the classroom. The teacher is trained
to give rewards (tokens and verbal praise) systematically. It was not
surprising to find that three of the Bushell teachers rated the
"systematic use of rewards" as "very important." The EDC teachers,
on the other hand, rated this item as "relatively important" (2) and
"not very important" (2) . The EDC program does not conceive of the
teacher as a dispenser of knowledge or reward. In Armington's state-
ment, it was stressed that the teacher facilitated the child’s
learning, and that the excitement of learning was its own reward.
Furthermore, the EDC teachers are trained to pay attention to
spontaneous happenings in the classroom, and use these sparks of interest
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as the source of new ideas for the curriculum. The word "systematic"
in item g Implies a well-planned approach. It seems obvious that the
EDC teachers would not consider the "systematic use of rewards" as
"very Important" because the EDC program does not emphasize the
systematic" way of planning their program. However, EDC teacher
//I expressed his concern over the lack of planning he had done for
the year, and felt that it was difficult to be confident about his
unsystematic approach.
"Spontaneous reward" or "Intrinsic Reward"
would more accurately characterize the EDC program.
The second item which resulted in significant differences was
item m - programmed learning materials. Programmed learning is a
key feature of the Bushell program because of the ease with which it
provides immediate reinforcement to students. All of the Bushell
teachers use programmed materials in reading, handwriting, and computa-
tion, so it is easy to understand why all four Bushell teachers
regarded this as very important." On the other hand, programmed
learning is not an essential feature of the EDC program. As a matter
of fact, Armington views all "packaged" materials with mistrust. Three
EDC teachers rated item m as "relatively important" and the other EDC
teacher rated it as "not very important." In the interviews, the EDC
teachers attached greater importance to self-expressive activities,
such as dramatic play and writing stories, and to working with raw
materials, such as cardboard, sand, and water. Programmed learning
materials were regarded by the EDC teachers as boring and repetitious.
The image of the young child working diligently at his desk at a
"program" does not fit the EDC image of the active child experimenting
freely with the properties of water.
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Item u a "planned system of giving teacher approval" - was the
third significant item. The wording of item u bears a strong
resemblance to the wording of item g. Item u contains the word
system" as did item g. Item u puts emphasis on a "planned system."
In the analysis of item g, the difference in the mean scores was
attributed largely to the philosophical differences between EDO and
Bushell programs. A similar difference occurs in item u. The
Bushell program is very frank about using the system of token re-
inforcement, while the EDO program rejects the label "model" and
views "packaged learning materials" with suspicion. The Bushell program
emphasizes that the teachers must plan for what behaviors they will give
tokens, while the EDC teachers are encouraged to "respond" to behavior
as it occurs rather than to plan their response in advance.
The second phrase contained in item u — a planned system of
giving teacher approval - also reflects the different conceptions
which EDC and Bushell teachers have of their role. Giving teacher
attention at the appropriate time is a key factor of the Bushell program,
whereas EDC has attempted to diminish the importance of teacher approval.
The student, in the EDC program, ideally does not work for teacher
approval, but because he is interested in what he is doing.
Thus, three aspects of motivational strategy on which the EDC and
Bushell teachers were found to differ significantly are the "systematic
use of rewards," "a planned system of giving teacher approval," and
"programmed learning materials." These differences were attributed to
the fact that these three items contain major aspects of the Bushell
I
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approach - aspects which also contradict in direct and indirect ways the
EDO approach.
The question must be asked as to why the other items did not dis-
criminate. One explanation is that the items were worded in such a way
that any teacher, no matter what program he worked in, would consider
the Item "very important." An example of this would be item w - "using
child s curiosity as a guide to new curriculum." All eight teachers
selected this item as "very important," even though the Bushell program
does not advocate this strategy.
A second possible explanation is that EDO does not have a clear-
cut set of ideas on which to base its program. Therefore, none of the
items which expressed what the researcher thought were basic EDC ideas
were successful in discriminating clearly between EDC and Bushell. This
phenomenon is complicated by the fact that the Bushell teachers unani-
mously agreed to many of the EDC-type strategies, thereby reducing or
eliminating the differences in the mean scores. This leads us to a con-
sideration of how the EDC teachers performed on "EDC-type" questions,
and how the Bushell teachers performed on "Bushell-type" questions.
TABLE 6.3
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EDC - RESEARCHER'S PREDICTIONS AND TEACHERS' RESPONSES
Question //20
Item
EDC
Mean
Predicted
Mean
c 1.500 1.000
e
V u
1.000 1.000Xk 1.250 1.0001 1.500 1.000
q 2.000 1.000
S 1.500 1.000W 1.000 1.000
c — Teacher s knowledge of home environment,
e - Needs and interests of children,
k - Field trips.
1 - Haying children bring in materials from home,
q - Children have many choices of activities at all times,
s - Art activities which encourage self-expression,
w - Using child s curiosity as a guide to new curriculum.
Item e: Needs and Interests of Children
Item w.—Using Child’ s Curiosity as a Guide to New Curriculum
.
The predicted responses and actual responses were completely in
agreement. Both of these tactics are central to Armington’s "Plan for
Continuing Growth." An interesting result was that all four Bushell teach-
ers also regarded these items as "very important." This finding suggests
that the terms used in these items were particularly attractive to all
teachers, regardless of program approach.
Item k; Field Trips
Three of the EDC teachers selected "field trips" as "very important."
The researcher's prediction was based on the nature of field trips as a learn-
ing experience. The active exploration of zoos, or museums, or forests lends
itself to the type of "interests" motivation which EDC promotes.
—
Teacher’s Knowledge of Home Environmpnr
—
—Having Children faring in Materials from HoniP
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The fact that only two of the EDC teachers considered these items
as
-very important" was not expected by the researcher. Based on Arming-
ton’s statements about making natural "extensions" of learning, it was
predicted that the teacher would need to know about the child’s home life
and about what he could bring to the school from his home. Some EDC
teachers, however, do not consider the child’s home life to be very-im-
portant in motivating him. Although there are many ways to "humanize"
the school, as Armington suggests, it seems incongruent that teachers
would not take advantage of knowing about and showing appreciation for
the child’s life at home as one means of "humanizing" the teacher-stu-
dent relationship.
Item s: Art Activities Which Encourage Self-Expression
Again, only two of the EDC teachers rated this item as "very impor-
tant." Self-expression is one of the major objectives of the EDC program.
Various methods of encouraging self-expression are advocated by the ad-
visors. One explanation for the results of item s might be that some EDC
teachers do not feel comfortable organizing art activities and thus de-
emphasize them. Another explanation is that the teachers responded to the
phrase "art activities" and rated its importance, instead of rating both
the "activities" and "self-expressive" aspects of the question.
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Item q: Children Have Many Choices of Activlti..s at All
Only one EDO teacher rated this item as "very important." The
reason for this was that the phrase "at all times" affected the
teachers' responses. Several teachers asked, when they came to that
question, "Do you mean at aU times ?" Most EDC teachers do not
extend free choice of activity to all children at all times, even
though freedom of choice in many activities is encouraged by EDC.
As we shall see in the next section of this chapter, the Bushall
teachers’ responses were more uniform than the EDC teachers’ and
closer to the researcher’s predictions.
TABLE 6.4
BUSHELL - RESEARCHER’S PREDICTIONS AND TEACHERS’ RESPONSES
Question //20
Item
Bushell
Mean
Predicted
Mean
d 1.000 1.000
g 1.250 1.000
h 1.250 1.000
i 2.500 1.000
m 1.000 1.000
P 1.250 1.000
u 1.000 1.000
d - Immediate feedback for right answers,
g - Systematic use of rewards,
h - Stating behavioral objectives,
i - Testing.
m - Programmed learning materials.
p “ Witholding preferred activities from children until certain tasks
are done.
u - A planned system of teacher approval.
—Iimnediate Feedback for Right Answers
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The predicted responses end actual responses were completely In
agreement. The Bushell teachers were alert to this statement o£ a
basic procedure In reinforcement theory. Both the programmed texts
and the token system provide the Bushell students with Immediate
feedback.
Item g; Systematic Use of Rewards
Item m; Programmed Learning Materials
Item u; A Planned System of Teacher Approval
Three of the four Bushell teachers rated item g as "very important."
All four Bushell teachers rated item m and item u as "very important."
These three items conformed very closely to the researcher's predictions
The interpretation of these findings can be found on pages 99 to 102
of this chapter.
Item h; Stating Behavioral Objectives
Three of the four Bushell teachers answered item h as predicted.
However, it has been conclusively demonstrated that three of the
Bushell teachers do not write behavioral objectives for their students.
Although the teachers considered behavioral objectives as "very
important" in the questionnaire, in practice they did not use beha-
vioral objectives. Another interpretation of this discrepancy between
verbal response and action has been suggested in another connection
in the present study; namely, the terra "behavioral objective" has
become a respectable "catch-word" which many educators use in speeches
but few have the discipline to use behavioral objectives in practice.
Item i; Testing 107
There was the largest gap of all between prediction and actual
response on item i. It was predicted that all four Bushell teachers
would rate "testing" as very important. Two teachers rated item i as
"relatively important" and two teachers rated it as "not very important
The^ Bushell teachers administer more tests to their students than
regular public school teachers do their students. Tests are used
both for diagnostic and evaluative purposes. Yet the Bushell teachers
do not consider testing as "very important" in making decisions about
students’ levels of motivation. A possible explanation is that
testing in educational settings has reached a nadir of popularity
among educators and psychologists, because of the exposure of the
cultural bias of the IQ test in America. Testing has also been used
as a punching bag by various critics of education in recent years.
It is suggested, then, that the Bushell teachers have been affected
by this wave of the unpopularity of testing, even though their
program relies heavily on the results of testing.
Item p; Withholding Preferred Activities from Children Until Certain
Tasks Are Done
Item p restates the Premack principle in rough form. The Premack
Ptl^eiple (see Chapter 2) gives a rational basis to the token system
as it used in Follow-Through classrooms. Three of the four Bushell
teachers rated item p as "very important." The mean of the four
teachers 's scores was only .25 more than the predicted mean of 1.000.
This item, along with item d, provides additional support for the
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hypothesis that the Bushell teachers are capable of recogniclng
motivational principles stated in slightly different ways.
"Bushellian"
Limitations
. The major limitation of this
the size of the sample. The mean for each item
of four responses. Popham warns the researcher
statistical analysis was
was calculated on the basis
that with a very small
sample, he should not place too much confidence in even large differences
between two means. ^ One could argue whether or not four is a "very small"
sample according to Popham’s definition, but, suffice it to say that a
larger sample size would have yielded a more stable mean and given the
researcher more confidence in the results of this present study
The second limitation was that time did not permit the investigator
to do a preliminary study in the development of the questionnaire. An
item analysis of the results in a preliminary study would have enabled
the investigator to discard certain items which did not discriminate be-
tween the two populations.
1 W. J. Popham, Educational Statistics ; Use and Interpretation .
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter contains a review of the research problems, a summary
of the findings, the purposes of the research, and recommendations to
Follow-Through administrators and teachers.
Research Problems and Summaries of Findings
. The original statement
of the problem contained two questions. Each question and the relevant
findings will be re-stated here.
Question #1 ; Do the teachers working in the EDC and Bushell Follow-
Through programs conceptualize motivation in a manner consistent with the
"ideal” conceptualizations derived from the EDC and Bushell models respec
lively?
Summary of Findings :
1) The EDC teachers defined motivation in ways which were
similar to the definition implicit in the model. The
definition implicit in the model was a broader one than
that given by the teachers, since it took into account
institutional variables which affect motivation. The
teachers definitions concentrated more on curricular,
inter-personal, and intra-personal variables.
2) The Bushell teachers defined motivation in two different
ways. The first way was to use intra-personal variables,
such as desire and "interest," to define motivation.
This definition was not congruent with the Bushell model.
The second way was to stress the effect of reinforcers
in the environment, such as tokens and teacher attention,
on children's motivation to learn.
3) The definitions given by the EDC teachers were more con-
sistent with the EDC definition than the Bushell teachers'
definitions were with the Bushell definition.
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4) Both the EDC and Bushell teachers demonstrated a lack
of understanding of the theoretical basis for theirparticular program, and little knowledge of theories
of motivation.
^estion //2 ; Do the teachers in the EDC and Bushell Follow-Through
programs operationalize motivational strategies in a manner consistent with
ideal" motivational strategies derived from the EDC and Bushell models
respectively?
Summary of Findings:
1) The EDC teachers implement the EDC model in quite
different ways. One teacher sets up the classroom
for 24 students, gets them started on individual and
small group activities, and then tutors individual
students. The second teacher runs a morning-long
activity period during which she actively roams around
and passively waits for students to come to her with
questions. The third teacher allows only a one-hour
activity period, similar to the second teacher's, and
prescribes student activities for the other three hours.
This analysis led to the conclusion that the second
teacher was acting more fully in accord with EDC prin-
ciples.
2) The Bushell teachers were proficient in executing the
reinforcement procedures of the model, including token
reinforcement, verbal praise, provision of "back-up"
activities, and disciplinary procedures. The Bushell
teachers did not set terminal objectives, as prescribed
in the model.
3) The classroom performance of the Bushell teachers was more
consistent with the Bushell model than the EDC teachers'
classroom performance was consistent with the EDC model.
General Conclusion ; The Bushell teachers demonstrated greater tech-
nical skill than the EDC teachers. The EDC teachers demonstrated greater
understanding of the definitions of motivation contained in the program spon-
sor's model than did the Bushell teachers.
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Purposes of the Research.
_mere were three purposes of this research.
extent and theoretical consistency ofthe EDC and Bushell teachers’ knowledge of motivation,
as it was conceived in the models.
2) To compare the conceptions of motivation and the moti-
vational strategies of all the teachers, both within
and between the two programs.
3) To make a judgement about the degree to which these
models have been implemented, in the light of the
findings about congruence.
The achievement of the first two of these purposes is reported in
the preceding section of this chapter. The judgment about the degree of
implementation has not yet been made. It follows, however, from the find-
ings of this study that the Bushell teachers have operationalized the
model to a greater degree than have the EDC teachers. The EDC teachers
described their feelings of confusion about what they were doing in the
classroom, and feelings of doubt as to whether or not to change their
teaching procedures. One EDC teacher felt more bewildered than encour-
aged by the fact that there were so many different ideas coming from EDC
advisors. The assumption that each teacher will "grow" in her own way
if she is allowed to "grow” within the school system has not yet been
proven true. While confusion and self-doubt and questioning are undoubt-
edly part of the professional growth process, they cannot be considered
healthy if the teachers are not taking the initiative to resolve the con-
fusion and doubt.
On the other hand, the Bushell teachers have been trained to use
behavior modification techniques. Even though there may be some philoso—
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phical disagreements between Bushell teachers and the behaviorist posi-
tion, the teachers use the procedures successfully.
^commendations . On the basis of the findings of this study, and
with the help of other studies of compensatory education, the following
recommendations are addressed to Follow-Through administrators, teachers,
and researchers.
EDC teachers should be provided with more in-classroom
training
. The EDO teachers are very anxious to analyze
and improve their teaching abilities. They have expressed
directly their need for such training. A similar recom-
mendation was included in the 1971-72 EDC Follow-Through
project proposal:
A local advisor or an advisor-in- training.
.
.
Teachers and aides were asked if there was a
need for a local advisor. The response was
strongly yes, in order to coordinate them, to
provide workshops, to work closely with them
improving the quality ^f the learning in their
rooms, to give them opportunities for self-
development, for sharing, for thinking and for
helping them develop materials and ideas for
their classrooms.^
2) Demonstration models, either filmed or live, of effective
procedures taken from EDC classrooms should be shown to
the teachers . The problem the EDC teachers are experi-
encing is one of operationalizing the EDC principles.
3) EDC teachers should increase their knowledge of theories
of motivation in learning, institutional factors affecting
educational change, and experiments with young children
based on Piaget’s theory .
.
4) EDC staff should recruit younger teachers who have at least
two years of experience in traditional classrooms . New
teachers find "open classrooms" very difficult to manage
and evaluate.
1 City X, "Report on the Implementation of the EDC Follow-Through Model,"
in "Follow-Through Application for School Year 1971-72."
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MC staff should perform a careful task analysis of the
t
_
eacher s lob. It might be that the additional curriculum
development responsibilities which the EDC approach demands
make the size of the teacher *s job overwhelming.
Bushell staff should encourage teachers to develop more
aesthetic activities as "back-ups" and as extra-instructional
curriculum. Psycho~motor and aesthetic activities are
left to chance and individual teachers in Bushell program.
The response of young children to music and dance, for example,
would add additional "fun" and learning to the classroom.
Bushel l staff should provide in-service education on the theore-
^^ual foundations of the Bushell model
. If the Bushell teach~
ers had more knowledge of why they are teaching in the way
that they are, they could be more useful in suggesting well-
grounded changes or modifications in program. Their role now
is mainly a technician's job. They feel powerless and threat-
ened, rather than intelligent and creative.
® ) Bushell teachers should be careful that the token system does
not create too great an inter-personal distance between them
and students . In two of the classrooms I observed, the teach-
ers did not interact with the children during recess, or be-
fore school, or during exchange period. They had been over-
trained, perhaps, to be objective, and had lost interest in
the spontaneous moments of the teacher-child relationship.
9) Both programs should develop ways of rewarding teachers for
reading the project proposal and studying in-depth the pro-
gram sponsor's model . While the emphasis on learning by
doing in both programs is admirable, new conceptual frame-
works are the basis for changing the teachers' old ways of
looking at schooling.
Frequent educational workshops bringing together
parents, teachers, and services staff personnel
should have high priority. Understanding and
good attitudes about each other are important to
the success of the program.
^
10) Both programs should provide opportunities for their teachers
to teach others about the program sponsor's model . The prin-
ciple of "learning by teaching" would be another way of in-
creasing the teachers' understanding and ability to articu-
late the model.
2 City Y, "Follow-Through Application for 1971-72."
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12 )
Both programs shou ld analyze and the mean^ fn-r
^sk^d Tat teachers
"
in ?hririt:d:«s ' ^i:e
II ,
xxv s, cney ail responded by men-Cloning good manners’ or health habits. DevelopingAguiar patterns of working, finding information!
®
^pressing oneself, teaching other students, and asking
2otL!"’ f" "" —"tial part of good achemlc
®
nio xvational strategy.
^ comprehensive
^
riod of staff training
. The evidences of a lack of
thei^^-^^^^
training of the teachers were reflected inr interview responses. Dan Jordan, Professor of
tl^'theT
University of Massachusetts, recommendedo the Massachusetts State Board of Education that
...pre service and in-service training be
considered an integral part of each project
which requires careful planning consistent
with the curriculum for students, the objectives
of the^project, and the training needs of the
staff.
Further Research
should carry out further research on the role of fh p
teacher
. The purposes of the research would be to describe
what the teacher does on a normal school day in an EDC
classroom and to report how the teacher perceives her own
role. The findings in this study revealed much confu-
sion on the part of the two younger EDC teachers about how
directive they should be. Chittenden makes a similar
recommendation, suggesting, in part, what has been attempted
on a small scale in this study.
A second kind of necessary instrumentation is the
development of procedures for describing how the
teacher views her own role and how she regards
children's learning...
Another means of appraising the nature of the
teacher s role would be through interviews which
survey rather factual information.
.
.
3 Daniel C. Jordan, Compensatory Education in Massachusetts . 25.
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The development of procedures for making
classroom observations and ratings is a final
necessary element in the assessment of educa-
tional environments ... The EDC approach is one
where complex interpretive judgments would...
comprise a more suitable method of studying
classroom life than would observational re-
cords based on narrowly defined units of
behavior.
14) Bushell should study carefully what happens to the "working"
behavior of the students when the teacher leaves the instruc-
tional area. An informal experimental manipulation of this
kind occurred when I asked one of the Bushell teachers to
leave intentionally. On both occasions, the students stopped
working and looked around for the teacher. It was also ob-
served that students would not be working in their books
when the teacher was giving tokens on the opposite side of
the table. Whether these observations were the result of
ineffective reinforcement procedures on the teacher's part
or an indication of "dependency upon the adult" is an in-
teresting question.
This study has been both an analysis and a chronicle of the profes-
sional behavior of teachers. It has resulted in certain recommendations
which would help to develop the professional competence of teachers. If
the teachers and the staff of these compensatory programs have high pro-
fessional aspirations, a sense of the historical significance of the ser-
vice they are providing, and a positive attitude toward their own further
learning, then the contributions they will make to the education of chil-
dren and the advancement of knowledge will be of great significance. If
the teachers prolong their lack of knowledge of theory and do not take
positive steps to determine what the goals of the program are, then their
teaching capabilities will not be developed to full potential.
4 Edward Chittenden, "Analysis of an Approach to Open Education," 63-65.
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appendix d
tier ask
jiion of
fjnt
Smile, Praise,
Encouragement
(addition)ktion) OBSERVATION PROTOCOL
For Use in EDO and Bushell Follow-Through Classrooms
May 13, 1971
TEACHER ATTENTION
1. Does T (T = teacher) have good eye-contact when talking with a
student (S = student)?
2e How many times does T smile in 10—minute interval?
3. Does T hug or pat S’s on back for good work?
4. Does T have individual, informal conferences with S's?
Negative Statement or Punishment (addition)
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